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ABSTRACT
“All cold-blooded animals and a large number of warm-blooded ones spend an
unexpectedly large proportion of their time doing nothing at all, or at any rate, nothing
in particular.”
(Elton 1927)
Many animals are remarkably “lazy”, spending >50% of their waking hours “resting”.
This is common across all taxa, ecologies, and life histories, including what are
commonly considered to be highly industrious animals: the social insects (e.g., Aesop’s
Fable ‘The Grasshopper and the Ant’). This dissertation broadly seeks to explain a
phenomenon that has long been observed, but never adequately addressed, by asking:
‘why are there ‘lazy’ ants?’ First, I established that inactivity was a real and ecologically
relevant phenomenon in the ant Temnothorax rugatulus by testing whether inactivity was
a lab artifact. I then showed that inactive workers comprise a behaviorally distinct group
of workers that are commonly overlooked in studies looking at colony function, though
they typically represent at least half of the individuals within social insect colonies. I then
tested a set of mutually non-exclusive hypotheses explaining inactivity in social insects:
that (1) inactivity is a form of social “cheating” in which egg-laying workers selfishly
invest in their own reproduction rather than contribute to colony fitness, (2) inactive
workers comprise a pool of reserve workers used to mitigate the effects of fluctuations in
colony workload, (3) inactivity is the result of physiological constraints on worker age
such that young and old workers may less active due to inexperience/physical
vulnerability, and physiological deterioration respectively, (4) inactive workers are
performing an as-yet unidentified function, such as playing a role in communication and
acting as food stores, or repletes, and that (5) inactive workers represent the ‘slow’ end of
intra-nest variation in worker ‘pace-of-life’. Inactivity is linked to worker age,
7

reproduction, and a potential function as food stores for the colony. These hypotheses are
not mutually exclusive, and in fact, likely form a ‘syndrome’ of behaviors common to
inactive social insect workers. Their simultaneous contribution to worker inactivity may
explain the difficulty in finding a simple answer to this deceptively simple question.
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Introduction

Inactivity is prevalent in nature. Most animals spend most of their time doing what
appears to be nothing in particular (Elton 1927). And yet, there is also a wide range of
variation both temporally and at different scales of organization in how much time is
spent inactive. Field measurements of non-sleep resting time for solitary organisms (e.g.,
hummingbirds 57%-86%, fishers (Martes) 68%), as well as social animals (e.g.,
blackbirds 60%, short-tailed shrews 68%, walruses 67%, lions 75%, howler monkeys
70%) suggest that high levels of inactivity are common across all taxa. Nonetheless, there
is a wide range of variation, and some species spend very little time resting (e.g., Anolis
lizards 4%-28%, seaside sparrows 4%, chimpanzees 23%; See table in Herbers 1981).
Despite the ubiquity and importance of this behavior, we know very little about the
adaptive function (if any) of inactivity, nor of the ecological and life-history traits that
lead to variation in inactivity levels.

High levels of inactivity are also prevalent in what are commonly considered to be highly
industrious animals: the social insects (e.g., Aesop’s Fable ‘The Grasshopper and the
Ant’). Studies show that anywhere between 50% to 70% of workers in a social insect
colony might be inactive at any one time (honey bees: Lindauer 1952; Moore et al. 1998;
Moore 2001; bumble bees: Jandt et al. 2012; wasps: Gadagkar and Joshi 1984; termites:
Maistrello and Sbrenna 1999; ants: Herbers 1983; Cole 1986; Retana and Cerdá 1990;
Dornhaus et al. 2008; Charbonneau and Dornhaus 2015a). Here also, there can be a wide
range of variation in inactivity that occurs at multiple levels, including consistent
variation among workers in the same nest (Robson and Traniello 1999; Dornhaus 2008;
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Pinter-Wollman et al. 2012; Charbonneau and Dornhaus 2015a), among seasons for the
same colonies, among colonies of the same species (Charbonneau, unpublished data), and
among colonies of different species (Schmid-Hempel 1990). Thus, inactivity is prevalent
across social insect species, highly variable at multiple scales, one of the most common
behaviors in which workers engage, and is perhaps one of the most counterintuitive
behaviors for so many workers to be spending so much time doing. And yet, there is
limited theory and empirical work to explain this phenomenon (Oster and Wilson 1978;
Herbers 1981; Schmid-Hempel 1990; Robson and Traniello 1999; reviewed in
Charbonneau and Dornhaus 2015b). Such wide ranges of variation occurring at multiple
organization scales are likely not the result of random noise, because of tradeoffs
involved with choosing to either remain inactive (e.g., avoiding predators, conserving
energy) or be active (e.g., foraging for resources).

The purpose of this dissertation was to explain a phenomenon that has long been
observed, but never adequately addressed: that most workers in social insect colonies
spend most of their time doing what appears to be nothing at all. In doing so, I developed
the conceptual and experimental foundations for this new field of enquiry, which is
fundamental to understanding colony function, given that more than half of all workers in
all social insects spend their time inactive but we are only beginning to understand why.
Insight into the evolutionary constraints and benefits of worker inactivity is essential for
reconciling the seemingly conflicting ideas of task allocation strategies optimized by
evolution, and high levels of worker inactivity. These insights have direct application to
all fields interested in task allocation and division of labor in complex systems, such as
behavioral ecology, computer sciences, robotics, logistics, sociology, and economics.
10

I first established that inactivity is a real and ecologically relevant phenomenon in the ant
Temnothorax rugatulus by testing whether inactivity was a lab artifact, and whether
worker inactivity levels were individually consistent. I then tested a set of mutually nonexclusive hypotheses explaining inactivity in social insects: that (1) inactivity is a form of
social “cheating” in which egg-laying workers selfishly invest in their own reproduction
rather than contribute to colony fitness, (2) inactive workers comprise a pool of reserve
workers used to mitigate the effects of fluctuations in colony workload, (3) inactivity is
the result of physiological constraints on worker age such that young and old workers
may less active due to inexperience/physical vulnerability, and physiological
deterioration respectively, (4) inactive workers are performing an as-yet unidentified
function, such as playing a role in communication and acting as food stores, or repletes,
and that (5) inactive workers represent the ‘slow’ end of intra-nest variation in worker
‘pace-of-life’. Using an integrative approach, monitoring whole colonies with detailed
individual worker behavior and simultaneously tracking a suite of variables, allowed me
to look for potential interactions between the hypothesized roles for inactivity.
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I.

Present Study

Below is a brief summary of the five chapters included in this dissertation and an
overview of how they fit together. Each chapter contains a full introduction, methods,
results, and discussion, which are presented in the appendices following this introduction.
Chapter I (Appendix A): ‘Lazy’ in nature: ant colony time budgets show high
‘inactivity’ in the field as well as in the lab

Although high levels of inactivity are often reported, many of these data are from
colonies observed in controlled laboratory settings. Thus, perhaps the most obvious
explanation for high levels of inactivity may be that workers have decreased workloads
and task availability due to simplified living conditions in the laboratory. Indeed,
laboratory conditions have been shown to affect behavior and potentially introduce
artifacts in other contexts. We tested this hypothesis by comparing time budgets for
colonies observed in the field to those of lab colonies. We found no significant
differences in colony time allocated to any single observed task, including inactivity.
Thus, we showed that laboratory conditions have minimal effects on task allocation and
that the high levels of inactivity observed in social insects do not appear to not be a
laboratory artifact, but rather a naturally occurring behavior.
Chapter II (Appendix B): Workers “specialized” on inactivity: Behavioral
consistency of inactive workers and their role in task allocation

Although high levels of inactivity have been frequently reported, very few studies
show whether the same individuals are consistently inactive. If some workers are
12

constantly inactive, while others are constantly active, this suggests that inactivity does
not arise from a physiological need to ‘rest’ common to all workers. By tracking
individual workers over the course of the day, over multiple days, I showed that inactivity
is a highly consistent individual behavior that is on par with other specialized tasks such
as foraging, building and brood care. Thus, there is a subset of the colony that effectively
‘specializes’ on inactivity. I also showed evidence of a circadian rhythm for extra-nest
tasks (foraging and building) and inactivity, but not for in-nest tasks, consistent with
studies of the honey bee. Inactive workers form a behaviorally distinct group that makes
up at least half of the colony, of which we know very little.
Chapter III (Appendix C): Are ‘lazy’ ants selfish? Reproductive competition may
bias workers toward self-serving tasks

Reproductive division of labor is a defining trait of eusociality. Queens produce
offspring, while workers ensure colony maintenance and growth. However, workers can
sometimes produce viable offspring, even in the presence of a queen. In this chapter, I
ask whether high levels of inactivity, which are commonly observed in social insects, can
be explained by reproductive workers selfishly biasing their task choices to conserve
energy and avoid risky tasks. I show that inactive workers are more likely to have visible
oocytes than active workers. Inactive workers may be inactive because they are investing
in their own reproduction while avoiding energetically expensive and risky tasks that may
reduce their direct fitness. I also show that potentially reproductive workers tend avoid
tasks that are collectively beneficial such as foraging and building.
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Chapter IV (Appendix D): Who needs 'lazy' workers? Testing whether inactive
workers are replaced after removals

Social insect colonies are typically composed of a significant portion of inactive
workers. Although this behavior is common, we know very little about the potential
functions, if any, of inactive workers. If inactive workers preform a necessary task for the
colony, such as acting as communication hubs or food stores, we should expect there to
be mechanisms in place to ensure their presence. Indeed, removal of specialized workers
such as foragers typically leads to their task being taken over by other workers. In this
chapter, I tested whether colonies of Temnothorax rugatulus ants have mechanisms in
place for quickly (within 2 weeks) replacing experimentally removed active and inactive
workers. I show that, within 1 week of removing the 20% most active workers, colonies
had regained their pre-removal activity levels. Furthermore, previously inactive workers
became the most active workers post-removal. This is consistent with the commonly
cited, but never shown, explanation for inactive workers that they constitute a pool of
‘reserve’ workers that are available to work when new tasks become available or overall
workload increases. I also show that removing the 20% most inactive workers increased
colony activity levels and decreased inactivity levels, suggesting that no other workers
increased their inactivity levels post-removal. Thus, unlike active workers, inactives as a
group are not actively maintained at a certain size or proportion by the colony.
Chapter V (Appendix E): Who are the ‘lazy’ ants? Concurrently testing multiple
hypotheses for the function of inactivity in social insects

14

In my final chapter, I describe the ‘inactive’ task group in the ant Temnothorax
rugatulus by showing other ways in which their behavior and morphology differ from the
rest of the colony. I then used this extensive dataset to simultaneously test multiple
hypotheses for inactivity, including whether inactive workers are either immature or
senescent, whether they perform some unknown colony function such as acting as food
stores or communication hubs, or whether they simply represent the slow end of intranest variation in worker pace-of-life. I show that inactivity is linked to a suite of traits
including slow walking speed, small spatial fidelity zones located near to the nest center,
high corpulence, limited interactions with other workers, and small task repertoires. This
combination of traits suggest that inactive workers are likely mainly composed of young,
corpulent workers with high reproductive potential.
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Abstract

Social insect colonies are models for complex systems with sophisticated,
efficient, and robust allocation of workers to necessary tasks. Despite this, it is commonly
reported that many workers appear inactive. Could this be an artifact resulting from the
simplified laboratory conditions in most studies? Here, we test whether the time allocated
to different behavioral states differs between field and laboratory colonies of
Temnothorax rugatulus ants. Our results show no difference in colony time budgets
between laboratory and field observations for any of the observed behaviors, including
‘inactivity’. This suggests that, on the timescale of a few months, laboratory conditions
do not impact task allocation at the colony level. We thus provide support for a
previously untested assumption of laboratory studies on division of labor in ants. High
levels of inactivity, common in social insects, thus appear to not be a laboratory artifact,
but rather a naturally occurring trait.

Introduction

Task allocation and division of labor in complex systems are common research
themes in behavioral ecology (Krebs and Davies 2009), but also in diverse fields such as
computer sciences (Johnson 2012), robotics (Gerkey and Matarić 2004), logistics (Zhang
and Chen 2011), sociology (Durkheim 1997), and economics (Becker and Murphy 1992).
Social insect colonies are highly successful, evolved, self-organized collectives which are
often used as model systems for research on task allocation. In part, this is due to their
tractability. Colonies can easily be maintained, observed, and manipulated in the
laboratory and, as a result, studies are frequently performed in the laboratory (Schmid19

Hempel 1990). Some task allocation studies occur in the field, but these usually focus on
a small subset of workers, typically foragers (Wilson 1980; Gordon 2002), and do not
allow a full view of the colony’s task profile in natural conditions. Perhaps the most
puzzling in-nest observation, made in laboratory studies, is that behavioral inactivity
appears to be highly common in social insect colonies, typically occupying more than
50% of colony task time (bumble bees: Jandt et al. 2012; honey bees: Lindauer 1952;
ants: Cole 1986; Herbers and Cunningham 1983; Schmid-Hempel 1990; wasps:
Gadagkar and Joshi 1984; termites: Rosengaus and Traniello 1993). Producing so many
extraneous workers seems non-adaptive, or at least counter-intuitive. It has been
suspected that high levels of inactivity could result from decreased workload and task
availability due to simplified living conditions in the laboratory (Schmid-Hempel 1990).
Indeed laboratory conditions have been shown to affect behavior and potentially
introduce artifacts in other contexts (reviewed for vertebrates: Calisi and Bentley 2009;
but rarely tested in invertebrates: Markow 1988).

Here we aim to test whether colony time budgets in the laboratory, and in
particular the level of inactivity in workers, are representative of colony time budgets in
the field for colonies of Temnothorax rugatulus ants, a commonly used laboratory species
(Pinter-Wollman et al. 2012). Our results show that there are no significant differences in
how field and laboratory colonies allocate time to tasks. Most surprisingly, laboratory and
field colonies also had comparably high levels of inactivity.
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Methods

Colonies of Temnothorax rugatulus ants were collected in the Santa Catalina
Mountains near Tucson, Arizona, USA, in 2012. Of the 13 total colonies collected, 7 (1
collected in May, 1 in August, and 5 in September) were used to quantify time on tasks in
the field, and 4 (2 collected in May and 2 in August) in the laboratory. Mean and median
colony sizes were 40.75 and 42 workers in the lab, and 42 and 34 workers in the field.

Field colonies were collected, brought to the laboratory to be moved to semiartificial nests (glass slide taped to a piece of flagstone separated by a piece of balsa
wood; Figure 1), and brought back to the field for observation. In the field, Temnothorax
rugatulus ants typically nest in small rock crevices, and artificial nests are meant to
emulate these (as for Temnothorax albipennis, Franks et al. 2003). Laboratory colonies
were collected, moved to artificial nests (cardboard used as a spacer between two glass
slides) and then filmed. Nest construction details can be found in supplementary
materials (Fig. S-1).

All ants kept in the laboratory were given ad libitum food (2 mL Eppendorf tube
of honey water every week and 10 frozen adult Drosophila flies) and water, kept on a
12h light regimen (lights on at 8am and off at 8pm), at constant temperatures (approx.
21°C) and approx. 15-25% relative humidity. Once colonies were in the field they were
left without added food or water, but they were able to forage freely.

Field data were collected during two days each in late September and early
October. Each colony was brought back to its collection site, set out in its semi-artificial
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nest, and left undisturbed for 30 minutes. In-nest activity was filmed with an HD camera
using a red LED light source (Figure 1). Typically, each colony was film 3 x 5 min
(though some field colonies could only be filmed once or twice). Colonies were left
overnight in the field and filmed again the next day. To limit potential effects of circadian
rhythm, all field videos were taken between 2pm and 7pm and compared to 4pm
laboratory videos. Laboratory videos were taken with the HD camera in October 2012.

The behavioral state of each ant was recorded every second by an observer
analyzing the videos. Tasks are broadly classified as either “active” (e.g. brood care),
“undifferentiated” (walking inside the nest with no clear task), or “inactive” (completely
immobile), comparable to Cole (1986). A detailed list of behavior classifications can be
found in Table I. Foraging could not be directly observed in the field, so foraging rate
was estimated by counting the instances of workers leaving the nest relative to colony
size. Videos were analyzed by multiple observers and spot checked by a single person to
ensure uniformity of behavioral classification.
Statistical analyses were performed in R (Version 3.0.3, package ‘nlme’ v3.1115). Colony-level time spent on a task was defined as the mean proportion of observed
time spent on that task across all ants.

Results

There were no significant differences in the proportion of time field and
laboratory colonies spent active, wandering inside, or inactive (Figure 2, left side;
p=0.56, p=0.40, and p=0.63 respectively. Breaking down overall activity into specific
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tasks also shows no significant differences in how colonies allocate time between the
laboratory and the field (Figure 2, right side; building p=0.10, brood care p=0.98,
grooming p=0.93, trophallaxis p=0.46). The task ‘Eating’ (feeding on dead insects inside
nest) could not be tested because of its absence from most observations (67%). These
results were the same when first and second (after overnight outside) recordings of field
colonies were analyzed separately. However, colonies spent more time on grooming on
the second day of observations (p=0.02) and, as a result, were also more active on the
second day (p<0.01).

Although foraging time could not be directly observed in the field, foraging rates
for laboratory and field colonies were estimated by counting the instances of workers
leaving the nest relative to colony size (mean foraging rate = [workers observed leaving
nest / colony size / minute] = 0.0162 and 0.0158 for field and laboratory respectively,
ANOVA p=0.93).

Variance of field and laboratory data were not significantly different for most
tasks (Bartlett’s test p >0.05), except for wandering inside and trophallaxis which were
greater in the field (Wandering inside: slab= 0.60, sfield = 0.146, p <0.0001; Trophallaxis:
slab= 0.005, sfield = 0.012, p<0.01 respectively), and building which was greater in the
laboratory (slab= 0.025, sfield = 0.001, p <0.0001).

Discussion

Our results show that simplified artificial conditions experienced by ant colonies
in a laboratory do not significantly impact how the colony allocates time to different
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activities in the ant Temnothorax rugatulus. Although time spent foraging in the field
could not be directly measured, foraging rates, estimated by the number of ants seen
leaving the nest divided by colony size, between field and laboratory colonies were
comparable. Most surprisingly, the high levels of inactivity observed in laboratory
colonies were also observed in field colonies (average proportion of time inactive 76.9%
and 76.3% respectively) and are consistent with values found in the literature for other
Temnothorax ants (Herbers and Cunningham 1983; Cole 1986).
Contrary to the popular belief that social insects are hardworking (as in Aesop’s
Fable ‘The Grasshopper and the Ant’), many species have been shown to display high
levels of inactivity in the laboratory (Hölldobler and Wilson 1990; Schmid-Hempel
1990). Simplified living conditions and lack of challenge in the laboratory (e.g. ad
libitum food, controlled climate, and lack of predators or competitors) have been
proposed as possible explanations (Schmid-Hempel 1990). If so, high levels of inactivity
would be a laboratory artifact, and not an evolved trait. Our results show that time
budgets are not significantly different between field and laboratory colonies, thus we can
reject this hypothesis.

Foraging in particular might be expected to require more time in the field. No
studies directly compare foraging activity in the field and in the laboratory. Some studies
measure foraging intensity (i.e., number of foragers/hour) for different species of ants in
the laboratory (e.g. Gordon 1983) and in the field (e.g. Gordon 2002), but colony size,
and thus per capita foraging rate, is typically unknown in field studies. Gordon et al.
(2005) report anecdotal evidence of lower foraging activity in the lab in the ant
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Pogonomyrmex barbatus. Here, food for laboratory colonies was located at 3-4 cm (~20
body lengths) from the nest perimeter, while the median foraging distance in the field for
Temnothorax rugatulus ants is 1.5 m (~800 body lengths) (Bengston and Dornhaus
2013). However, despite this, the foraging rates measured here control for colony size,
and did not differ between field and laboratory colonies.

The similarity in colony task allocation between the field and the laboratory was
unexpected. Many studies show changed behavior for animals in captive environments
(Carlstead 2010). For example, changes in the amount and types of food available can
change foraging behaviors (McFarland 1989), or a lack of exposure to predators can
affect anti-predator behavior (Moodie and Chamove 2005). Similar changes in behavior
could be expected in social insects as well, and so it is surprising that to see no change at
all in how the colony allocates its time.

However, much of the research on the effects of captivity on behavior focuses on
vertebrates, particularly mammals, and so may not necessarily apply to insects.
Endotherms have been shown to have more control over their metabolic rate than
ectotherms (Garland Jr et al. 1987). Thus, insects may not be able to internally adjust
their activity levels to fit new living conditions because of physiological constraints.
Scale may also be a factor as the laboratory may be less different from natural conditions
for small animals than for large ones. For social insects, the social environment may be
more important than external living conditions; and the interactions and tasks inside the
nest may be quite similar in the laboratory and in the wild.
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Our results provide evidence that colonies of Temnothorax rugatulus ants kept in
the laboratory maintain similar patterns of colony-level task allocation as colonies in the
field. This increases our confidence that inactivity is indeed high in social insect colonies,
and not an artifact of laboratory studies (Lindauer 1952; Herbers and Cunningham 1983;
Gadagkar and Joshi 1984; Cole 1986; Schmid-Hempel 1990; Jandt et al. 2012; PinterWollman et al. 2012). Ants and other social insect colonies thus contain many workers
that are not working (Schmid-Hempel 1990; Jandt et al. 2012; Lindauer 1952; Cole 1986;
Herbers and Cunningham 1983; Gadagkar and Joshi 1984; Rosengaus and Traniello
1993), apparently at odds with the idea that colonies are evolutionarily tightly optimized
systems. The adaptive explanations for this remain elusive.
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Tables

Table I: List of possible behaviors observed during video analysis, their activity class,
and detailed descriptions. For every second of analyzed video, one of these behavioral
states is assigned to each individual ant.
Class

Task
Nest building*
Brood care*
Self-Grooming

Active

Grooming other (giver)
Grooming other
(receiver)
Trophallaxis

Definition
Manipulating a stone in any way (moving,
pushing, pulling)
Manipulating brood (feeding, grooming,
moving)
Grooming itself
Grooming another ant
Be groomed by another ant

Receive or give trophallaxis
Feeding on drosophila inside nest (brought back
Eating*
by foragers)
Anytime an ant is mobile inside the nest wall
Undifferentiated Wandering inside nest
and not engaged in any “active” task
Inactive
Immobile and not engaged in any “active” task
Inactive
*If less than 10 seconds separated two events of brood care, feeding, or 20 seconds for building,
the task is considered to be uninterrupted.
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Figures

Figure 1: (top) Semi-artificial nest simulates natural nests while allowing video
observation. (middle and bottom) Filming apparatus in the field with HD camera
mounted on a stand, cardboard box limiting exposure to light, and indirect red LED light.
Photos by Neil Hillis.
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Figure 2: Lab and field colonies do not differ significantly in the proportion of time
dedicated to activity, wandering inside (undifferentiated), or inactivity. Specific tasks
within total active time also do not differ significantly. Boxplots show quartiles (box),
median (horizontal line), and extremes (whiskers) for colony time on tasks in the lab
(light grey) and in the field (dark grey). Linear Mixed-Effects Models - Fixed-effect:
Treatment (lab or field); Random effect: Colony.
*Insufficient data to test ‘Eating’.
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Abstract

Social insect colonies are often considered to be highly efficient collective
systems, with division of labor at the root of their ecological success. However, in many
species, a large proportion of a colony’s workers appear to spend their time completely
inactive. The role of this inactivity for colony function remains unclear. Here, we
investigate how inactivity is distributed among workers and over time in the ant
Temnothorax rugatulus. We show that the level of inactivity is consistent for individual
workers, but differs significantly among workers, that is, some workers effectively
specialize on ‘inactivity’. We also show that workers have circadian rhythms, although
intra-nest tasks tend to be performed uniformly across the whole day. Differences in
circadian rhythms, or workers taking turns resting (i.e., working in shifts), cannot explain
the observation that some workers are consistently inactive. Using extensive individuallevel data to describe the overall structure of division of labor, we show that ‘inactive
workers’ form a group distinct from other task groups. Hierarchical clustering suggests
that inactivity is the primary variable in differentiating both workers and tasks. Our
results underline the importance of inactivity as a behavioral state and the need for further
studies on its evolution.

Introduction

Social insects are among the most abundant, diverse, and widespread taxonomic
groups (Wilson 1991; Samways 1993). Their ecological success is often attributed to
division of labor and worker specialization (Oster and Wilson 1978; Hölldobler and
Wilson 1990). Social insects have evolved successful strategies for allocating tasks to
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workers while solving a set of specific problems and constraints (Charbonneau and
Dornhaus In revision). Some of these strategies have inspired solutions to analogous
problems in diverse fields such as computer sciences (Johnson 2012), robotics (Gerkey
and Matarić 2004), logistics (Zhang and Chen 2011), sociology (Durkheim 1997), and
economics (Becker and Murphy 1992).

A key feature of division of labor is worker specialization, where subsets of
workers tend to do one or a few tasks more than other workers. Most studies of
specialization focus on a few prominent tasks such as foraging, building, and brood care
(Beshers and Fewell 2001; Dornhaus 2008; Duarte et al. 2011), but rarely on more
innocuous tasks such as grooming (though these can also be specialized, Moore et al.
1995). Much work has been done to show that workers within colonies can often be
separated into discrete task groups, sometimes called behavioral castes (Wilson 1976;
Mirenda and Vinson 1981; Herbers 1983; Lenoir and Ataya 1983; Corbara et al. 1989;
Retana and Cerdá 1991; Pinter-Wollman et al. 2012; Mersch et al. 2013). There is also a
wealth of empirical, theoretical and conceptual work on potential task allocation
strategies (e.g. reviewed in: Charbonneau and Dornhaus In revision; Gordon 1996;
Robinson and Huang 1998; Beshers and Fewell 2001; Duarte et al. 2011). The different
proposed task allocation mechanisms are not mutually exclusive, and different tasks may
be governed by different mechanisms (Gordon 2002). However, we generally still know
very little about the adaptive benefits/costs of each strategy (Charbonneau and Dornhaus
In revision).
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Despite high levels of worker inactivity being prevalent in social insects,
inactivity is one of the least well understood behaviors that workers engage in. The
literature is filled with reports of >50% of workers in colonies being inactive across all
social insect taxa (bees: Lindauer 1952; Jandt et al. 2009; wasps: Gadagkar and Joshi
1984; ants: Mirenda and Vinson 1981; Herbers 1983; Cole 1986; Retana and Cerdá 1990;
Schmid-Hempel 1990; Dornhaus 2008; Dornhaus et al. 2009; and termites: Rosengaus
and Traniello 1991), and yet the role of inactivity (rest, quiescence) is rarely considered
in understanding task allocation strategies or colony organization (for exceptions, see
Herbers 1981; Fresneau 1984; Cole 1986; Corbara et al. 1989; Retana and Cerdá 1990;
Retana and Cerdá 1991). Perhaps this is because inactivity is essentially a lack of doing
anything else, and so seems unimportant. However, because so many workers spend so
much time doing what appears to be nothing at all, omitting inactivity in task allocation
studies may skew our understanding of social insect division of labor. For example, if
inactivity does not serve a purpose per se, and is common for all workers, then activity in
one task may not trade off with activity in another task simply because much time is
spent being inactive anyway. One the other hand, if only a few workers are very inactive,
then they may fulfill some unrecognized critical function. Finding adaptive explanations
for inactivity is particularly relevant because high levels of inactivity are likely not an
artifact of simplified living conditions in the lab (Charbonneau et al. 2015).

Potential adaptive functions of high levels of inactivity in social insects have been
proposed but rarely tested (reviewed in: Charbonneau and Dornhaus In revision). The
most commonly cited explanation is that inactive workers are ‘reserves’ that become
active when workload increases, and yet the literature on this topic is surprisingly
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inconsistent. In fact, several studies that explicitly set out to test the reserve worker
hypothesis fail to support it (Fewell and Winston 1992; Johnson 2002; Jandt et al. 2012).
Moreover, there is evidence that when workload increases, workers other than inactive
workers increase their activity (Mirenda and Vinson 1981; Johnson 2002), or that
workers are incapable of reallocating workers to necessary tasks, even at the expense of
losing half of their brood (Kwapich and Tschinkel 2013).

Additional ecological functions that have been proposed include: a worker/colony
conflict involving inactive workers acting selfishly by conserving their energy and
minimizing their exposure to risk so that they may lay their own eggs (tested and
supported: Hillis et al. In prep.; Jandt and Dornhaus 2011; tested, but not supported: Cole
1981; Cole 1986; Ishii and Hasgeawa 2013), and inactive workers performing an as-yet
unidentified function in which they appear idle but providing a function (behaviorally
idle rather than functionally idle) such as playing a role in communication (proposed
explanation, not tested: O’Donnell and Bulova 2007) or acting as food reserves (evidence
of food reserves, but link to inactivity not tested: Sendova-Franks et al. 2010).
Alternatively, inactivity may be a constraint related to age where young workers may less
active due to inexperience/physical vulnerability (tested and supported: Corbara et al.
1989; Klein et al. 2008) and/or old workers due to senescence (tested and supported
immature: Corbara et al. 1989; Klein et al. 2008; immature and senescent: Fresneau
1984; evidence against: Johnson 2008; Retana and Cerdá 1990). Ultimately, the question
of why colonies would produce so many inactive workers, in spite of potentially high
production and maintenance costs, is still very much a mystery.
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Perhaps one of the simplest explanations for inactivity is that, because of
physiological need for rest (or sleep) even in insects (Klein et al. 2003; Klein et al. 2010),
all workers may be spending a certain amount of time ‘inactive’. In such a case, we
would expect all workers to have more or less similar needs and consequently for all
workers to have consistent and comparable levels of inactivity. We know that workers
can vary in activity levels over the course of the day (circadian rhythms; e.g. Klein and
Seeley 2011) and between seasons (Fellers 1989). Complex activity patterns can arise
when these interact (Pol and de Casenave 2004). In the case of honey bees and bumble
bees, foragers have been shown to have diurnal rhythms, while in-nest workers, such as
nurses, do not (Moore 2001; Yerushalmi et al. 2006).
There is also evidence that honey bee foragers employ ‘shift work’ during the
day, where workers show fidelity to foraging either in the morning or in the afternoon
(Kraus et al. 2011). This may be linked to sleep timing and resource availability (Klein
and Seeley 2011). However, in-hive tasks, such as nursing and even food-storing
behaviors associated with foraging, are performed at all times of the day by the same
group of individuals, suggesting an absence of circadian rhythm for these internal
workers (Moore et al. 1998). This pattern was consistent across all workers, suggesting
an absence of ‘shift work’ among in-hive workers (Moore et al. 1998). In comparison to
honey bees, ant circadian rhythms have rarely been studied (although see North 1987;
North 1993; Sharma et al. 2004; Lone and Sharma 2011; Lone and Sharma 2011).

Shift work (individually different circadian rhythms in activity) could be an
efficient way to allocate work in cases where tasks require constant attention (e.g. brood
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requiring constant attention from nurses), or to increase the amount of work that can be
accomplished in a limited workspace (e.g. nurses caring for brood may need to move
around the brood pile and the presence of additional workers would only serve to slow
them down). Furthermore, if workers show consistency in their circadian rhythm with
regard to when they are active and when they are resting, and individuals vary in the
timing of activity phases (thus effectively working in staggered shifts), then monitoring
worker behavior only at certain times (e.g. only during the day) will generate the
appearance of consistently more or less active individuals. This would be the case even if,
over a 24 h period, all workers essentially spend the same amount of time active. Because
of this, it is critical to monitor workers on different time scales, including at different
times of day, to establish whether individual differences in activity level exist.

Here we investigate the structure of division of labor, the degree of individual task
specialization, and worker variation in the ant Temnothorax rugatulus. We pay special
attention to the behavioral state/task of inactivity. Specifically, we quantify division of
labor and specialization, and describe how tasks relate to each other by determining how
the likelihood of performing one task affects the likelihood of performing other tasks,
including being inactive. We investigate temporal variation in worker activity levels,
testing for worker circadian rhythms and whether individual consistency in activity level
can be explained by workers taking turns resting, or effectively doing shift work.
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Methods
Colony collection and housing
We collected 5 colonies of Temnothorax rugatulus ants in the Santa Catalina
Mountains near Tucson, Arizona, USA in pine forest at an altitude of approximately
2500m. (see Table S I for detailed information about collected colonies). Colonies were
housed in artificial nests that emulate the small rock crevices they inhabit in the field
(Charbonneau et al. 2015). The artificial nests consist of a 2mm thick piece of cardboard
sandwiched between two glass slides (76.2 x 50.8mm). The cardboard (38.1 x 50.8mm,
or half of the size of the glass slides) serves as a spacer between the glass slides and as a
back wall. Additional walls are constructed by the ants from grains of green ceramic
coated sand (Figure S 1a). In the field, colonies create similar walls from surrounding
sand and dirt. Artificial nests are kept in open-top plastic containers (11.1 x 11.1 x 3.3cm)
whose walls were lined with ‘insect-a-slip’ (BioQuip product #2871A).

Colonies were given water and fed ad libitum (water-filled plastic test tubes,
stoppered with cotton balls, semiweekly, and 2 mL Eppendorf tube of honey water and
10 frozen adult Drosophila flies weekly), kept on a 12h light regimen (lights on at 8am
and off at 8pm), and at constant temperatures (approx. 21-24°C) and humidity (approx.
20-25% relative humidity).

Behavioral data collection
Workers were individually painted 3-7 days before filming with unique
combinations of four paint spots, one on the head, one on the thorax, and two on the
abdomen, so that they could be individually identified and tracked (Figure S 1b). Videos
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(five minutes long) of normal colony activity were taken with an HD camera (Nikon
D7000 with 60mm lens) at six time points throughout the day: 8am, 12pm, 4pm, 8pm,
12am, and 4am, repeated on three days spread over a three week period for each colony
(18 x 5 min videos per colony). During the night videos, minimal white CFL lighting was
used (switched on 5-10 min before the start of recording, and switched off 15-20 min
after) because red light or infrared would have made reading the color coded ants
impossible, thus preventing measurement of individual level activity. All videos were
taken within 3 months of their collection to limit potential laboratory effects, such as
artificial age structures due to increased forager age.

Video analysis
For each ant, the task it performed was recorded at every second by an observer
analyzing the videos. A complete list of tasks and definitions can be found in Table II.
The tasks were broadly classified as being either ‘active’ (e.g. brood care),
‘undifferentiated’ (walking inside the nest with no clear task), or ‘inactive’ (completely
immobile), comparable to the broad classification used by Cole (1986). If less than 10
seconds separated two events of brood care, feeding, foraging, or 20 seconds for building,
the task was considered to be uninterrupted. Videos were analyzed by seven different
observers. Data from each video were spot checked by a single person to ensure
uniformity of behavioral observations.

Statistical analyses
Statistical analyses were performed in R (Version 3.0.3), and consisted of Mixedeffects models and Tukey post-hoc tests (packages ‘nlme’ v3.1-115 and ‘multcomp’
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v1.3-2), Principal Component Analyses (base ‘stats’ package, ‘prcomp’ function),
hierarchical cluster analysis (base ‘stats’ package, ‘hclust function), Pearson’s
correlations (base ‘stats’ package, ‘cor’ function), and Repeatability measures (modified
package ‘rptr’ v0.6.405). Division of labor (DOL) was quantified using the index
established in Gorelick et al. (2004; for updated definitions see also Gorelick and Bertram
2007; Dornhaus et al. 2009).

For the PCA, data from all 5 colonies were aggregated to increase sample size
(PCAs on individual colonies show similar patterns to the pooled PCA – Figure S 2). The
aggregated data was centered and scaled by subtracting the mean times spent on a task
and dividing by the standard deviation. Only daytime observations were used to avoid
variation due to circadian rhythms and workers with less than 3 observations (40 workers
out of a total of 265) were excluded from the PCA in order to minimize random variation.
This data set was also used in a hierarchical cluster analysis. Rotations were not
necessary as only 8 variables were used and the spread between variable vectors was
good. The first three components of the PCA were retained (Kaiser-Guttman stopping
rule: Guttman 1954). These explain 62.2% of inter-worker variation in time spent on
tasks

For balance in analyses of temporal variation in individual-level inactivity, we
retained only workers identified at least once at each time period (day and night – across
colonies, a mean of 68% retained, SD 15%). In all analyses, we used only worker data
because queens are thought to have smaller task repertoires (Herbers 1983) and their
sample size does not allow independent analyses.
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Repeatability was calculated according to the methods described in Nakagawa
and Schielzeth (2010) where fixed effects are used for systematic effects across
individuals (e.g. time of day), while random effect are used for non-systematic variation
(e.g. if the observer identity was not systematically related to repeated measurements
taken) (see Nakagawa and Schielzeth 2010). Thus, our model includes individual worker
IDs as the random effect (and grouping variable), while colony, which is expected to
have a systematic effect on time budgets because colonies differ in their overall level of
activity, is a fixed effect variable.

Results
Overall structure of division of labor
Rank correlations of mean worker time spent on tasks (ranks calculated within
colonies) showed that across ants, time spent inactive was negatively correlated to time
spent on all tasks, except trophallaxis and brood care which are not correlated to
inactivity (Figure 3). Although this may not be surprising because inactivity is the lack of
doing a task, a possible positive correlation might have emerged if highly inactive
workers were at the same time highly specialized on another task, such as brood care; e.g.
it is possible for a narrowly specialized ant to be doing nothing most of the time but if all
its remaining time is spent on brood care, that ant could still be doing most of the brood
care compared to its nestmates, particularly because it is the rank, not the absolute
fraction of time spent on a task that is analyzed. This however was not the case, and
highly inactive workers tended not to spend much time on any other specific tasks
compared to their nestmates.
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Brood care was negatively correlated to foraging and positively correlated to
feeding on Drosophila flies brought back to the nest by foragers (i.e., ‘eating’). Foraging,
building, grooming, trophallaxis, and wandering inside are all generally positively
correlated. Building and foraging were positively correlated to eating, which is surprising
since brood care is also positively correlated to eating, but foraging and brood care are
negatively correlated.

A Principal Component Analysis performed on the amount of time workers spent
on each observed task shows that workers vary widely along an inactivity-wandering
inside axis that closely tracks PC1 (Figure 4 – left). Because inactivity is nearly
orthogonal to both PC2 and PC3, the relationships between task vectors on these axes
(PC2 and PC3) highlight relationships between tasks independently of inactivity. There
appear to be 3 distinct groups of tasks branching out in different directions: (1)
foraging/building/trophallaxis, (2) brood care/eating, and (3) grooming/wandering inside
(Figure 4 – right). Vector loadings and eigenvalues for the principal components are
shown in Table III (loadings and eigenvalues for PC1-8 can be found in Table S II).
A subsequent hierarchical cluster analysis (Euclidian distance and Ward’s linkage
method) classified workers (from all colonies, data scaled and centered) into 4 separate
groups based on the proportion of time spent on each task (cluster number based on the 4
task vector groups from the PCA): nurses (34 workers), extra-nest workers (26 workers),
generalists (62 workers), and inactive workers (103 workers; Figure 5). In the analysis,
workers were first separated into active and inactive workers (first branch of left
dendrogram) and active workers are subsequently divided into generalists, nurses and
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extra-nest workers. Tasks were also placed into a hierarchical dendrogram (Euclidian
distance and Ward’s linkage method), but not explicitly clustered (top dendrogram). This
shows a similar pattern of task relationships as the PCA where inactivity and other tasks
are first separated, then nurse tasks (brood care and eating), foraging tasks (foraging and
building), and generalist tasks (trophallaxis, wandering inside and grooming).
Interestingly, here trophallaxis was grouped with inactive workers rather than with
foraging tasks as in the PCA.

We found weak worker specialization (workers focusing on few tasks: median
DOLind for all colonies 0.208), but high segregation in which workers perform which
tasks (median DOLtask 0.838). Overall, we found a median DOLtotal 0.425, a measure that
incorporates specialization and task segregation, for Temnothorax rugatulus. Because
these indices of division of labor used are normalized for number of tasks and number of
individuals, they can be directly compared with other systems (Gorelick et al. 2004). Our
DOLtotal values were higher than those reported for Temnothorax albipennis (0.38,
Dornhaus et al. 2009), solitary and communal halictine bees (~0.08–0.21, Jeanson et al.
2007), Bombus impatiens (0.09–0.12, Jandt et al. 2009), and the ant Camponotus
festinatus (0.15–0.25; Dornhaus A, Duffy K, unpublished data).

Inter-worker variation in worker time budgets
Linear mixed-effects models show significant variation between workers for all
tasks, including inactivity, but not for trophallaxis (LMM p<0.0001 for all tasks, except
p=0.038 for grooming, and p=0.64 for trophallaxis; Random Effect: Colony). This
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indicates that individual workers differ in their propensity to engage in each task with the
exception of trophallaxis (which is the way ants receive and give liquid food).

Workers differed significantly in their level of inactivity and these differences
were consistent over the two week period of observation (LMM F=2.14 p<0.0001, Table
IV; see Figure 6 for distributions of worker inactivity for each colony). Overall, 25.1% of
workers (of a total of 265 recorded) were never observed being anything but inactive over
the 18 sample observations of 5 min each, while 2.6% of workers were observed being
constantly active over this period (i.e., engaged in ‘active’ tasks according to Table II).
Over the observation period 71.9% of workers were inactive at least 50% of the time.

Typically specialized tasks (foraging, building, brood care) are shown to be
highly repeatable (i.e., Repeatability test (Nakagawa and Schielzeth 2010) shows that
intra-worker variation is much lower than inter-worker variation; Figure 7), indicating
that the amount of time workers spend on these tasks is highly consistent. Tasks such as
eating, grooming, wandering inside have low repeatability, suggesting that most workers
perform them to some extent, with little consistent differences among workers. Most
interestingly, inactivity is also highly repeatable, on par with tasks typically performed by
specialized workers such as foraging, building and brood care.

Does individual inactivity depend on the time of day? Circadian rhythm
Workers spent significantly less time inactive during ‘daytime’ (i.e., observations
with lights on: 8am, 12pm, and 4pm) than during ‘nighttime’ periods (i.e., with the lights
off: 8pm, 12am, and 4am) (LMM F=7.24 p<0.01; Random Effects: Colony/Date, Table
IV). Extra-nest activity (‘foraging’ and ‘building’) and ‘wandering inside’ were each
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significantly higher during ‘daytime’ observations (p<0.01, mean of 5.2% of time during
day vs. 3.6% at night; p<0.01, mean of 16.5% of time during day vs. 14.0% at night
respectively), while time spent on in-nest activities was not significantly different
(p=0.41, mean of 15.7% of time during day vs. 16.5% at night; Figure 8).

Overall worker inactivity also varies significantly at shorter timescales over the
course of the day (i.e., among 4h intervals at which the videos were recorded; LMM
F=7.36 p<0.0001; Random Effects: Colony/Date, Table V). However, the only
significant contrast at this level is between 8pm and 12am observations (Figure 9).
Do workers differ in circadian rhythm, employing ‘shift work’?
Above we have discussed that the proportion of time spent in the inactive state in
a sample is significantly affected by the identity of the ant and by the time of day (main
effects in Table II). If ants were working in ‘shifts’, i.e., taking turns resting, we would
not necessarily expect these main effects; moreover, we would expect a significant
interaction between worker identity and time, to reflect the fact that different individuals
are inactive at different times. This is not the case: ant identity and time period (‘daytime’
vs. ‘nighttime’, and all 4h interval time points compared to each other) show no
significant interaction in their effect on level of inactivity (p=0.21 and p=0.66
respectively, Table IV and Table V). This indicates that, although workers may differ in
the proportion of time they are inactive, the differences do not depend on the time of day
they were observed. Thus, workers do not have complementing or staggered circadian
rhythms as would be expected if they were working in ‘shifts’, and all workers generally
increase the proportion of time spent inactive from daytime to nighttime. This suggests
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that daytime inactivity is positively correlated to nighttime inactivity and the least
inactive workers during the day will also be the least active at night (further confirmed by
a Pearson correlation on within-colony worker inactivity ranks: Figure 10, ρ 0.45,
p<0.0001, n=265); however, there is considerable variation (See Figure 11 for individual
changes in inactivity).

Discussion

Our results show that workers differ in the tasks or groups of tasks they allocate
most time to. Workers can be grouped into external workers (who forage and build the
nest), nurses, patrollers/groomers, and inactive workers. Perhaps the most surprising
result of this study is that inactivity is highly repeatable and explains a large portion of
inter-worker variation, on par with specialized tasks such as foraging, building and brood
care. This suggests that some workers are much more likely to be inactive than other
workers, effectively ‘specializing’ on inactivity, and these differences appear to be stable
over at least a two-week period. Whether worker inactivity changes at longer timescales,
such as seasonally or ontogenetically, remains to be tested. Thus, individual-level
differences in activity are a real phenomenon which cannot be explained by temporal
variation in inactivity over the course of the day. This suggests that inactivity is likely not
the result of constraints, such as need for rest, delays between tasks, time for digestion, or
other necessary side-effects of other activities, all of which would be expected to affect
all workers more or less equally. This raises the question of whether high levels of
inactivity could be an adaptive element of division of labor in social insect colonies.
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The level of inactivity of individual workers was shown here to fluctuate over the
course of the day at short timescales (5 min intervals). Cyclical fluctuations in colonylevel activity patterns had been shown in Temnothorax allardycei, where bursts of
activity would occur approximately every 26 minutes (Cole 1991). Workers in isolation
showed no such activity cycles, and as group size increased, the variation in cycle period
decreased. As such, these cycles are thought to be the result of inter-individual
interactions, rather than a circadian pattern of activity. Additionally, there is evidence that
in-nest workers tend to have regular activity cycles, but that these can be disturbed by
returning foragers (Boi et al. 1999). However, both Cole (1991) and Boi et al. (1999)
define activity as movement rate, measured as pixel change rates. It is difficult to
estimate how such measures of movement rate translate to measure of behavioral activity
discussed herein. For instance, in our data, time spent on ‘wandering inside’ (7.4% of
mean worker time) is considered an undifferentiated activity and is excluded both from
active time and inactive time, but likely accounts for much of the activity recorded by
Cole (1991). Furthermore, tasks which account for large portions of active time in our
data, such as brood care (4.5% of mean worker time), involve very little movement and
so would register little activity according to Cole’s measure of activity.

Nonetheless our observations of short timescale variation in inactivity are
consistent with the idea of colony-wide activity fluctuations, in that we find strong
consistency within 5 min intervals and apparently stochastic variation across such
intervals. However, our observation timescale (5 minute videos at 4h intervals) was not
designed to test for a periodicity over intervals such as 26 minutes (as found in Cole
1991).
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Observations of the temporal patterns of inactivity show higher levels of
inactivity during the night, suggesting a circadian rhythm. Furthermore, more time is
spent on extra-nest activities such as foraging activity during the day than during the
night. However, in-nest tasks show no such periodicity. Earlier work on social
synchronization in honey bees suggested the existence of a ‘colony-clock’, where worker
activity cycles were coordinated within colonies (Frisch and Koeniger 1994). More recent
work suggests that this may not the case. In fact, honey bee foragers show strong
evidence of periodicity in their activity patterns where they are more active during the
day, but in-nest workers, including workers involved in food storage, do not (see Moore
2001 for a full discussion on this topic). A similar phenomenon has been shown in
bumble bees where foragers have been shown to have diurnal rhythms while in-nest
workers do not (Yerushalmi et al. 2006) but, prior to this study, this patterns had not been
shown in ants.

Why are foragers more active during the day? Honey bee and bumble bee
foragers rely heavily on visual cues to navigate (Dyer and Could 1983), and cannot fly in
total darkness. They also adjust their activity according to daily floral rhythms so as to
maximize the amount of nectar and pollen collected during foraging trips (Moore et al.
1998), while in-nest workers do not have these constraints. Temnothorax rugatulus ants
have been shown to use visual cues in navigation (Bowens et al. 2013), and so they may
also benefit from foraging during the day, even if they do not need light simply to move.
In addition, brood may need tending around the clock. Although we do not know the
feeding frequencies of larvae in Temnothorax rugatulus, we do know that in the fire ant
Solenopsis invicta, larvae are fed 2-50 times per hour, depending on larval size and
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satiation (Cassill and Tschinkel 1995) and larva feeding requirements are unlikely to
change overnight. Thus, nurses may need to be equally active at night as during the day.

There is a long standing tradition of using multivariate analyses to study colony
organization (Lenoir and Mardon 1978). Here we use Principal Component Analysis to
look at the relationships between tasks in a multivariate space. Our analyses show that
inactivity and wandering inside are almost parallel to the first component. Although
many active tasks correlate negatively with inactivity, they show a large amount of
variation that is independent of it (their vectors in the PCA are not parallel to the
inactivity vector). This suggests that the amount of time workers spend on a particular
active task is not well predicted by their level of inactivity. Instead, a relative
independence of inactivity from active tasks suggests that may be a motivation other than
a lack of available work for workers to spend more time on inactivity.

Looking at the organization of task vectors along PC2 and PC3 we can look at the
relationships between active tasks, independent of inactivity. There appear to be 3 groups
of tasks (i.e., where task vectors within groups roughly parallel each other and are at an
angle from other groups). This grouping is further supported by the hierarchical cluster
analysis between tasks (top dendrogram) that first distinguishes between active and
inactive tasks, and subsequently between nurse tasks, foraging tasks, trophallaxis, and
patrolling/grooming. The main difference here is that trophallaxis seems to be its own
group, while in the PCA trophallaxis is grouped with foraging tasks.

Overall, division of labor in colonies of Temnothorax rugatulus appears to
segregate work into task groups. Similarly to task clustering, workers can first be
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separated into active and inactive workers, and subsequently active workers can be
further separated into three main task groups: external workers (building, foraging,
trophallaxis), nurses (brood care, in-nest feeding), and patrollers/groomers (wandering
inside, feeding). That colonies might be organized in groups of workers with similar task
profiles is not a new idea. Many studies have shown that monomorphic colonies could be
grouped into a number of behavioral (temporal) castes in ants (Wilson 1976; Mirenda and
Vinson 1981; Calabi 1988; Corbara et al. 1989; Retana and Cerdá 1990; Retana and
Cerdá 1991). Workers tend to be clustered into either two groups (intra- and extra-nidal;
Lenoir and Ataya 1983; Pamminger et al. 2014), or three groups (extra-nidal, nurse, and
social/generalist; Mirenda and Vinson 1981; Herbers 1983; Mersch et al. 2013), though
some have found many more (e.g. Fresneau 1984 found 5 groups; Corbara et al. 1989
found 6 groups). Generally, worker groups seem to represent the progression of workers
from more central (e.g. nurses) to less central (e.g. foragers) specializations as predicted
both by most interpretations of age/temporal polyethism (e.g. Seeley 1982; Gordon 1996)
as well as the foraging-for-work task allocation strategy (Franks and Tofts 1994). Our
results are broadly in agreement with this body of work, however we also show the
presence of an additional group composed of highly inactive workers. There are only a
few studies where inactivity is considered in colony organization and a distinct ‘inactive’
group is found (Fresneau 1984; Corbara et al. 1989; Retana and Cerdá 1991). However,
the data presented here is significantly more comprehensive (continuous tracking of
complete colonies over 5 minute spans at multiple time points across the day and over
multiple days vs scan sampling of subsets of workers over multiple days) which allows us
to show that worker inactivity levels are highly consistent at multiple timescales (daily
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and over 2-3 weeks). The presence of a patrolling/grooming groups is also somewhat
interesting as this is also a rarely described group which may serve a similar function as
that suggested by Johnson (2008) in honeybees of global information collecting.

The results from the PCA generally agree with the inter-task rank correlations, but
provide slightly different insights. On the one hand, ranks are relative measures (to a
worker’s nestmates) of likelihood to engage in tasks, while the PCA deals with absolute
likelihood to engage in tasks. For example, a worker that does the most foraging and
brood care in a colony (thus highly ranked) may nonetheless be doing very little foraging
(i.e., spend little time foraging) as compared to workers in other colonies, or even to how
much total available time for work. Because the PCA uses absolute measures and pools
multiple colonies, observed trends could potentially be the result of inter-colony variation
rather than inter-worker variation. This is likely not the case because PCAs done on
individual colonies show similar patterns to the pooled PCA. Additionally, rank
correlations that necessarily account for inter-colony variation generally agree with the
PCA further suggesting that the patterns of worker variation are indeed real.

Highly repeatable tasks are tasks that workers tend to specialize on and thus
highly visible and tractable. This might explain why they are often the focus of division
of labor studies (Gordon 1996; Beshers and Fewell 2001; Duarte et al. 2011). However,
as suggested by the spread of workers along PC1 as well as the task and worker
hierarchical cluster analyses, these tasks tend to only be done by active workers. Thus
studies that uniquely focus on these tasks are studying a biased subsample of the colony’s
workers and consequently only looking at one dimension of worker variation. Tasks such
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as eating, grooming, wandering inside may not be very repeatable, and thus not very
specialized, but most workers do them to some extent and are therefore very relevant to
understanding worker time budgets (i.e., how workers allocated their time to tasks)
because the time spent on these tasks is time that cannot be spent on other, more
specialized tasks. Furthermore, the difference between specialized and generalized tasks
may reflect a difference between self-serving and colony-serving tasks. Generalized tasks
such as eating and grooming tend to be actions that most workers will need to do for
themselves (self-serving) and contribute to individual function, while specialized tasks
such as foraging and brood care tend to be activities thought to contribute to colony
function (colony-serving). Additionally, self-serving tasks have been linked to inactivity
and worker reproduction (Hillis et al. In prep.).

At first glance, inactivity may be thought of as the lack of activity and thus may
seem trivial. However, we show that there is a subset of workers that effectively
‘specialize’ on inactivity. Studies that uniquely focus on active or specialized tasks are
studying a biased subsample of the colony’s workers; by excluding inactivity, an entire
dimension of task allocation is eliminated. This would be like using the left-hand graph
of Figure 2 to understand colony organization without knowing that there is a rich third
dimension in which workers vary in inactivity, independently of active tasks. How can
we expect to obtain a comprehensive understanding of the tradeoffs involved in
allocating time to tasks when we ignore inactives, which compose close to half of the
colony, or simply lump them in with other workers?
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The question of consistent individual differences in behavior is central to the
studies of personality and behavioral syndromes (Dingemanse et al. 2002; Bell et al.
2009; Pearish et al. 2013). In recent studies, personality is broadly defined as a behavior
that is consistent through time and across situations (Bell et al. 2009). This definition can
sometimes be problematic because the timescale over which behavior needs to be
consistent is open-ended and there are no clearly established criteria on what is a
biologically meaningful timescale (Stamps and Groothuis 2010; Dall and Griffith 2014).
Early personality literature stated that ‘temperament’, the foundation of personality, is
reflected in early appearing tendencies that continue through the life of an individual
(reviewed in Gosling 2001). Although it may seem that we could use the term
‘personality’ to describe observed consistent levels of worker inactivity, we hesitate to do
so because we can easily imagine scenarios where the behaviors are consistent over the
observed timescale (~weeks), but not over the lifetime of individuals. For example,
inactivity could conceivably be the result of inexperience or immaturity in younger
workers or senescence in older workers (Seid and Traniello 2006). The timescale of our
experiment (a few weeks) would not have changed the status of Temnothorax workers,
who are thought to live for years (which makes a longitudinal study difficult in this
species), with regard to whether they are young or senescing workers.

In this study, we showed that colony organization in Temnothorax rugatulus ants
resembles typically observed worker groups: extra-nest workers, nurses,
patrollers/groomers, which tracks predictions from age/temporal polyethism and/or
foraging for work. We also showed the occurrence of a less commonly described group:
the inactive workers. Indeed, inactivity was shown to be a highly consistent individual
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behavior on which a subset of workers effectively ‘specialize’. Incorporating inactivity in
future studies of task allocation and division of labor may be important as we show that
inactives are a distinct group of workers with their own sets of behaviors and should
likely not be either ignored for lack of undertaking ‘active’ tasks, or be counted as less
efficient workers in typically described groups such as nurses and foragers.
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Tables

Table II: List of possible behaviors observed during video analysis, their broad class of
activity, codes, and detailed descriptions. For every second of analyzed video, each ant has
one of these behaviors attributed to it. (Similar to Charbonneau et al. 2015).
Class
Task
Definition
Nest building

Foraging

Brood care
Active
Self-Grooming
Grooming other (giver)
Grooming other
(receiver)
Trophallaxis
Eating
Undifferentiated Wandering inside nest
Inactive

Inactive

Manipulating a stone in any way (moving,
pushing, pulling)
Located in feeding area or on water tube or
wandering outside of the nest and not engaged
in building. Also if returning to the colony from
foraging areas and performing trophallaxis or
returning with drosophila.
Manipulating brood (feeding, grooming,
moving)
Grooming itself
Grooming another ant
Be groomed by another ant
Receive or give liquid food to/from another
adult ant
Feeding on drosophila inside nest (brought back
by foragers)
Anytime an ant is mobile inside the nest wall
and not engaged in any ‘active’ task
Immobile and not engaged in any ‘active’ task
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Table III: Eigenvector loadings, Eigenvalues, and proportion and cumulative proportion
of variance for the Principal Components retained (PCs 1-3).
Eigenvectors
PC1
PC2
PC3
Foraging
0.202
0.428
0.519
Eating
0.251 -0.393
0.473
Brood care
0.276 -0.595
0.146
Grooming
0.355
0.189 -0.436
Wandering
0.449 -0.011 -0.478
inside
Inactivity
0.237
0.323
0.194
Trophallaxis
-0.642
0.037 -0.053
Building
0.150
0.408
0.166

Eigenvalue
Prop. of
Variance
Cumul. Prop.
Var.

PC1
2.356

PC2
1.554

PC3
1.065

0.295

0.194

0.133

0.295

0.489

0.622
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Table IV: Individual workers (Ind_Ant) consistently differ in the proportion of time they
are inactive, and overall inactivity is lower during the day compared to night
(Timeperiod).
The lack of interaction between these factors suggests the absence of ‘shift work’. Results
from a Linear Mixed-Effects Model*.
FParameter
numDF denDF
p-value
value
1
2406 576.02 <0.0001
(Intercept)
264
2406
2.14 <0.0001
Ind_Ant
1
2406
7.24 0.0072
Timeperiod
264
2406
1.07 0.2068
Ind_Ant:Timeperiod
*Fixed-effects: Ind_Ant, Timeperiod, and Ind_Ant
x Timeperiod
Random effects: Colony/Date
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Table V: Individual workers (Ind_Ant) consistently differ in the proportion of time they
are inactive (Ind_Ant) and overall inactivity varies over 4h intervals (Timepoint). The
lack of interaction between these factors suggests the absence of ‘shift work’ at this
timescale. Results from a Linear Mixed-Effects Model*.
FParameter
numDF denDF
p-value
value
(Intercept)
1
1303 488.94 <0.0001
Ind_Ant
182
1303
2.11 <0.0001
Timepoint
5
1303
7.36 <0.0001
Ind_Ant:Timeperiod
910
1303
0.97 0.6620
*Fixed-effects: Ind_Ant, Timepoint, and Ind_Ant x
Timeperiod
Random effects: Colony/Date
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Figures

Figure 3: Pearson’s ρ for correlations between worker ranks of time allocated to tasks.
Bars in dark gray represent contrasts that were significant (p<0.05 after Holms
correction) and white bars are non-significant. Inactivity is negatively correlated with all
other tasks, except for trophallaxis and brood care for which the correlation is nonsignificant.
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Figure 4: Principal Component Analysis on mean worker time allocated to tasks shows
that (left) workers strongly vary along an inactivity/wandering inside axis, approximately
parallel to PC1. Also, as inactivity is nearly parallel to PC1 and orthogonal to PCs 2 and
3, the figure on the right (PC2 vs PC3) shows the approximate relationships between task
time allocations, independently of inactivity. Specifically, there appear to be 3 groups of
tasks (tasks parallel to each other and apart from other groups): (1)
foraging/building/trophallaxis, (2) brood care/eating, and (3) grooming/wandering inside.
Hierarchical clustering analysis shows 4 separate worker groups: + nurses (n=24), *
extra-nest workers (n=27), ● patrollers/groomers (n= 56), ▲ inactives (n=118). Data was
mean-centered and scaled (subtracted the mean activity in a task and divided by the
standard deviation) before analysis. Analysis includes only daytime data for workers
having a minimum of 3 observations.
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Figure 5: Hierarchical cluster analysis (Euclidian distance, Ward’s linkage method) of
workers according to time spent on tasks (left dendrogram) shows that workers are first
separated into active and inactive workers (first branch) and active workers are
subsequently divided into patrollers/groomers, nurses and extra-nest workers. Clustering
of tasks shows a similar pattern (top dendrogram) where inactivity and other tasks are
first separated, then nurse tasks (brood care and eating), extra-nest tasks (foraging and
building), and other tasks (trophallaxis, wandering inside and grooming). Z-scores
indicate whether individual workers (represented by thin colored lines in the central
graph) spend more time (positive z-score – red), less time (negative z-score - blue) or
equal time (zero z-score – white) than the mean amount of time spent on that tasks for all
workers.
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Figure 6: Frequency distribution of individual inactivity for each colony measured across
3 days and 6 time points each day. The number of workers and the mean observation time
(seconds/ant) is shown for each colony in the upper left corners.
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Figure 7: Foraging, building, brood care and inactivity have comparably high levels of
repeatability. All task repeatability estimates are significant. Colony was added as a fixed
effect to the calculation of adjusted repeatability to control for inter-colony variation. All
tasks were significantly repeatable (P-value <0.05).
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Figure 8: Significant difference in extra-nest tasks, in-nest tasks, and inactivity between
day and night (p<0.01, p=0.41, and p<0.01). Boxplots show the lower and upper quartiles
(box), median (horizontal line within box), and extremes (whiskers) for worker inactivity
at each time period (day is light grey, night is dark grey). n.s. p>0.05, *p<0.05, **p<0.01,
***p<0.001.
Model effects - Fixed: Timeperiod; Random: Colony/Date/UAntID (hierarchy of UAntID
within Date within Colony)
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Figure 9: Variation of worker inactivity over 4h intervals. Boxplot shows the lower and
upper quartiles (box), median (horizontal line within box), and extremes (whiskers) for
worker inactivity at each time point.
Model effects - Fixed: Timeperiod; Random: Colony/Date/UAntID (hierarchy of UAntID
within Date within Colony)
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Figure 10: Within colony inactivity ranks are consistent between ‘daytime’ and
‘nighttime’ observations. Pearson correlation performed on within-colony worker
inactivity ranks (Pearson’s ρ 0.45, p<0.0001).
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Figure 11: Consistent differences are shown by workers (each represented by a very
narrow box) having variable inactivity levels on each graph. Each worker is represented
by a (very narrow) box, with the black line indicating the median inactivity. Individual
ants in both daytime and nighttime graphs are sorted from left to right in decreasing
median time spent inactive during the daytime. For daytime data (left graphs with light
gray boxes), the median for workers on the left end of the graphs tends towards 100%
time spent inactive while on the right end it tends towards 0% time inactive (as indicated
by the overall black median line generally starting at 100% and dropping to 0%). If
workers did not have significant differences, we would expect similar medians for all
workers (a horizontal black line), and largely overlapping boxes.
The comparison of the daytime (left graphs with light gray boxes) and nighttime (right
graphs with dark grey boxes) data are helpful for understanding the lack of day/night
shift-work. If all workers were either active during the day OR active during the night,
we would expect graphs skewed in opposite directions. If activity level of workers was
consistent during day and night, as is predicted by the rank correlation in Fig. 8, we
should see a downward sloping median line on the right set of graphs that parallels the
median line on the left. Although this pattern is not obvious, there is a general trend of
decreasing inactivity from workers on the left to those on the right for the nighttime
graphs.
Boxplots show the lower and upper quartiles (box), median (horizontal line within box),
1.5 interquartile ranges (whiskers, and outliers (points) for each ant.
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Abstract

Social insects display reproductive division of labor, but workers can sometimes
produce viable offspring, even in the presence of a queen. Do such workers bias their task
choices in selfish ways? Here we examine whether worker reproductive development
predicts performance of self-serving within-nest behaviors or individually-costly external
foraging. By dissecting out workers ovaries and observing whole colony behavior and in
colonies of Temnothorax rugatulus ants with intact queens (queenright) and removed
queens (orphaned), we found relationships between the number and size of oocytes
visible in worker ovaries and their individual time budgets. We found that workers with
visible oocytes spent more time inactive and performing brood care, and less time on
external foraging than workers without oocytes. Furthermore, the number of oocytes
present in workers’ ovaries was found to correlate positively with time spent inactive and
caring for brood. Thus, workers may be inactive because they are investing in their own
reproduction while avoiding energetically expensive and risky tasks that may reduce their
direct fitness. However, this pattern could also be a developmental byproduct of age
polyethism, if, for independent reasons, younger workers both tend to have more active
ovaries and to perform more brood care and less foraging. Alternatively, younger workers
may be more inactive because of still developing physiologies, inexperience or physical
vulnerability associated with immaturity. This study shows that worker inactivity is
linked to worker physiological status, which may be a sign of “social cheating” and/or
caused by age.
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Introduction

Contrary to non-social organisms who must simultaneously engage in dangerous
activities such as foraging while simultaneously trying to maximize their fitness, social
organisms can divide these essential activities among individuals in the group such that
some can focus solely on reproduction while their others perform the riskier tasks. This
‘reproductive division of labor’ is a key feature of eusociality (Wilson 1971; Crespi and
Yanega 1995), and likely plays a large part in the ecological success of social insects
(Holden 1989; Wilson 1991; Samways 1993).

The classic model of reproductive division of labor involves a morphologically
and behaviorally distinct queen caste that is mainly responsible for producing workers,
virgin queens, and males, and a worker caste (or multiple worker castes) that ensures the
maintenance and growth of the colony by foraging for food and water, building and
maintaining the nest, and caring for brood. However, in many eusocial Hymenopteran
insects, workers can lay unfertilized eggs that develop into haploid males (Cole 1981;
Bourke 1988; Khila and Abouheif 2008). Worker reproductive output has been quantified
across Hymenopteran taxa, in bees (Visscher 1996), ants (Cole 1981), and wasps (Foster
and Ratnieks 2001), and workers sometimes produce a large portion of a social insect
colony’s males (Foitzik and Herbers 2001). In most species, most males are produced by
the queen: less than 10% of studied social insect species show workers producing male
offspring at levels greater than 50%, though workers in some species (e.g. Myrmica
tahoensis) can produce as much as 85% of male offspring (Hammond and Keller 2004).
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When it occurs, worker reproduction can have important effects on social insect colony
function, and can be associated with intra-colony conflict and other colony-level costs
(West-Eberhard 1981; Cole 1986; Hammond and Keller 2004). These costs can include
not only direct conflict between workers or between workers and the queen, but also
changes in colony efficiency because of the task choices of selfish, reproducing
individuals (Hillesheim et al. 1989; Wenseleers and Ratnieks 2006; Jandt and Dornhaus
2011). Specifically, tasks that are energetically costly or risky are expected to be avoided
when workers can increase their own fitness by reproducing (West-Eberhard 1981;
Schmid-Hempel 1990); this is because sticking to low-cost, low-risk tasks will lengthen
individual lifespan and thus reproductive opportunities.

Foraging behavior is typically thought to be the most individually-costly task,
mainly because of its associated high mortality rate (Porter and Jorgensen 1981; SchmidHempel 1990). Negative relationships between worker reproductive status/ovary
development and foraging have been shown in several social insects, including bumble
bees (Jandt and Dornhaus 2011), Cape honey bees (Beekman and Oldroyd 2008), ants
(Ito and Higashi 1991; Powell and Tschinkel 1999) and wasps (Cant and Field 2001).
Similarly, theoretical work on the reproductive dynamics of slave-making ants predicts
that consistent individual differences in slave-raiding (risky behavior) versus remaining
in the nest (selfish behavior) may result from reproductive conflict (Franks et al. 1990).
Worker self-grooming, on the other hand, is not only performed inside the safety of the
nest, it is also associated with less apparent energy expense and may lengthen individual
lifespan rather than shortening it. It thus may be expected to occur more frequently in
reproducing workers.
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Brood care is an essential activity in Hymenopteran social insects and considered
an altruistic behavior, since most of the brood is offspring from the queen, while most of
the brood carers are workers. However, workers who perform brood care may enjoy
some individual-level benefits compared to workers performing other tasks. For example,
workers that perform brood care tend to have greater nutrient stores, in the form of
abdominal lipid stores, than their nestmates in honey bees (Toth and Robinson 2005) and
Vespid wasps (Markiewicz and O’Donnell 2001). Similarly, in ants, workers at the
central brood pile tend to have higher corpulence (i.e. distended abdomens, presumably
because of stored nutrients) than workers at the nest periphery, which tend to be involved
in extranidal tasks (Blanchard et al. 2000; Robinson et al. 2009). This pattern may be the
result of ‘lean’ or senescing workers becoming foragers (Woyciechowski and Kozlowski
1998; Moroń et al. 2012), or it may be that brood carers accumulate nutrients (Blanchard
et al. 2000; Robinson et al. 2012). If it is the latter, reproductive workers may be biased
to perform brood care beyond a level beneficial to the colony because they benefit
selfishly from the opportunity to accumulate large nutritive stores. These nutrients might
then be invested in the production of reproductive structures (Markiewicz and O’Donnell
2001). Additionally, brood care may also enable reproductive workers to “nepotistically”
allocate nutrition preferentially to their own offspring, increasing the worker’s direct
fitness at the colony’s expense (Schmid-Hempel 1990).

Reproducing workers may also simply not participate in cooperative, colony-level
tasks (Jandt and Dornhaus 2011). Empirical work has shown that inactivity, defined as
workers being immobile and not actively engaged in any recognizable task, is a highly
consistent individual behavior (Charbonneau and Dornhaus 2015) that is not a lab artifact
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(Charbonneau et al. 2014). Trade-offs between activity level and oocyte production are
thought to occur in many insect species (Wheeler 1996) and have been empirically shown
in some social insects (Cape honey bees: Beekman et al. 2000; honey bees (artificially
selected line of reproductive workers): Sasaki and Tsuji 2003; Dampney et al. 2004;
bumble bees: Jandt and Dornhaus 2011), but not others (ants: Cole 1981; Cole 1986; Ishii
and Hasegawa 2013). Thus, inactivity may be a “queen-like” behavior that functions as a
means of diverting energy which could have been invested in work into the development
of ovaries or production of eggs by workers (Schmid-Hempel 1990).
Here we test whether inactivity is a form of social “cheating” in which egg-laying
workers selfishly invest in their own reproduction rather than contribute to colony fitness.
Specifically, we test for a relationship between inactivity and reproductive potential. We
also test whether reproductive workers allocate more time to potentially selfish, or
“queen-like” behaviors such as inactivity, self-grooming, and brood care, and less time to
risky behaviors such as foraging. The ant used in this study (Temnothorax rugatulus) has
inactivity levels typical of those found in most social insect species (~50% of workers
inactive at any time; Charbonneau and Dornhaus 2015). We also test for a causal
relationship between reproductive development and inactivity (and other “queen-like”
behaviors) by inducing worker ovary development via queen removals. Finally, we test
whether relatedness, assumed to be greater in monogynous (single queen) and lower in
polygynous (multiple queen) colonies, affects the prevalence of inactivity and other
potentially selfish or “queen-like” behaviors in the colony.
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Methods
Study system and setup
Eight Temnothorax rugatulus colonies with 30-70 workers were collected from
the Santa Catalina Mountains near Tucson, Arizona from May 2012 through August
2013. All colonies contained brood and a queen, and one colony contained two queens
(See Table VI for colony demographics and collection/filming dates). Workers were
individually marked with unique combinations of lacquer-based paint. Artificial nests
were constructed from a thin rectangular piece of cardboard sandwiched between two
transparent glass microscope slides. This provided a functionally 2-dimensional space in
which the colonies could be filmed and the ants’ color markings could be identified. The
nests were placed into 5 inch x 8 inch plastic containers with walls coated with “Insect-aSlip” Fluon. Colored ceramic stones were given to the ants, and the workers used these to
build a “wall,” a perimeter around their nest space between the slides. Frozen fruit flies,
honey solution, and water were provided ad libitum and replaced weekly (Charbonneau
and Dornhaus 2015).

Filming/Behavioral Analysis
Approximately one week after individual marking, all colonies were filmed for
five minutes at ~4:00pm on four different days over the course of one week (Oct 2012
and May-Aug 2013; Table VI). After they were filmed, the queens were removed from 5
colonies, and workers from the 3 other colonies which remained queenright were
immediately dissected. Colonies where queens were removed were filmed on four
additional days for five minutes at ~4:00pm over two more weeks, with at least 3 days
between queen removal and first filming, to detect behavioral shifts associated with a
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potentially more competitive, less cooperative colony structure. All videos were analyzed
by tracking the task each worker performed for each second of the entire 5 minute video
(see Table VII for a complete list of tasks). Tasks were broadly classified as being either
‘active’ (e.g., brood care), ‘undifferentiated’ (walking inside the nest with no clear task),
or ‘inactive’ (completely immobile). These methods are similar to those used in previous
work on Temnothorax rugatulus (Charbonneau et al. 2014; Charbonneau and Dornhaus
2015).

Dissections
As stated above, ovaries were extracted and oocytes measured for all workers
after the initial queenright week of filming four colonies in the “queenright” treatment
and two weeks after queen removal for the “orphaned” treatment. Workers were placed in
a sealed CO2-filled vial for ~30 min, then placed into a petri dish containing tween-20
phosphate buffer. Under a dissecting microscope, Ultrafine forceps were used to grasp
and pull the most posterior sternite free from each ant’s gaster, followed by the newlyexposed underlying stinger apparatus while another pair of forceps grasped and held the
ant’s petiole. Ovaries were separated from other tissues attached to the stinger
mechanism with ultrafine forceps (see Dolezal and Brent 2009 for detailed dissection
methods), then photographed through the microscope at approximately 80x magnification
next to a micrometer placed into the petri dish. The number of visible, whitened oocytes
in all workers’ ovaries was counted from the photographs (Figure 12). As measures of
reproductive potential, we counted the number of visible oocytes, measured the diameter
of all oocytes, and the length of all worker ovarioles (Ceusters et al. 1981; Fresneau
1984).
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Polygyny data collection and analysis
Behavioral comparisons between monogynous and polygynous colonies were obtained
from a separate set of colonies of collected from the same location, and of similar size
(Charbonneau et al. In revision). Methods for colony collection, maintenance, video
recording, and behavioral analysis are all identical to those described above. Brood
counts (eggs, larvae, and pupae) were obtained by averaging the counts from each video
for each colony.

Statistical Analyses
Statistical analyses were performed in R (64 bit - Version 3.0.3), and consisted of
Mixed-effects models (package “nlme” v3.1-115). The normality of model residuals was
verified using QQ plots. For all analyses, colony identity was used as a random effect to
control for inter-colony variation. Measures of “% time spent on task” consisted of the
mean proportion of second-long observations allocated to particular tasks by each worker
from all videos in which it was observed relative to the total observation time while “%
active time spent on task” is the mean proportion of time spent on tasks relative to total
“active task” time (i.e., time spent on any task except for wandering inside and inactivity;
Table VII). Workers only observed in a single video were excluded because a single
sample is not representative of the typical time budget (Charbonneau and Dornhaus
2015). In all analyses, only workers were analyzed (not queens).

Results

Contrary to our expectations, there was no evidence that worker reproduction
increased in orphaned colonies (2=0.192, p=0.660). In the queenright colonies, ovaries
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and oocytes were dissected and measured from 121 of 157 total workers (77%). Of these,
68 were found to have visible oocytes (56%). In orphaned colonies, 77 out of 266
workers (29%) were dissected, 40 (52%) of which had visible oocytes. Worker ovarioles
were significantly longer in workers that had visible oocytes, both in workers from
queenright colonies (LM: DF=124, F=13.86, p<0.001) and workers from colonies that
were without a queen for two weeks (LM: DF=71, F= 14.60, p<0.001; Figure 12).

Measures of reproductive potential as predictors of behavior
Of all measures of reproductive potential (mean ovariole length, number of
oocytes, and oocyte diameter), the number of oocytes was consistently the best predictor
of behavior in queenright colonies (most significant relationships with time spent on
tasks; see Table S I and Table S II).

Number of oocytes was positively correlated with total time spent on brood care
or inactive, proportion of active time spent on brood care (DF=93, F=9.16, p=0.003,
DF=93, F=7.27, p=0.008, DF=85, F=26.34, p<0.0001, respectively) and negatively
correlated to total time and proportion of active time spent on foraging (DF=93, F=20.45,
p<0.0001). Mean ovariole length and diameter of largest oocyte were positively
correlated with total time spend on brood care (DF=9, F=15.15, p=0.004). Mean diameter
of oocytes was not correlated to time spent on any tasks (p>0.05).

How does worker reproduction affect task allocation?
In queenright colonies, workers that had no oocytes spent more time foraging
(LMM Random effect = Colony, DF=93, F=36.05, p<0.0001) and self-grooming
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(F=5.39, p=0.022), and less time inactive (F=19.62, p<0.0001) and caring for brood
(F=5.22, p=0.025) than workers with oocytes (Figure 14).

Contrary to workers in queenright colonies (Figure 14), workers that had
developed visible oocytes after queen removal were not significantly more inactive than
workers without oocytes (Oocyte Presence: p=0.603; Figure 15), but they did spend less
time on foraging (Oocyte Presence: p<0.01) and more time on brood care (Oocyte
Presence: p<0.0001). Pre-removal inactivity levels did not significantly predict the
likelihood of workers having visible oocytes two weeks after queen removal (Queen
Presence: p=0.603 and Interaction: p=0.950).

How does queen removal affect task allocation?
In orphaned colonies, workers increased their time spent foraging (LMM Random
effect = Colony, DF=307, F=10.65, p=0.001) and wandering inside (DF=307, F=8.63,
p=0.004) and decreased time spent inactive (DF=307, F=8.17, p=0.005) and on brood
care (DF=307, F=11.69, p<0.001; Figure 16). Similar trends were observed when oocyte
presence was accounted for (Queen Presence: Increased foraging p=0.042 and decreased
brood care p=0.027). Wandering inside and inactivity were not significantly different in
this analysis (Queen Presence: Wandering inside p=0.194 and inactivity p=0.321), which
is likely the result of smaller sample sizes (DF=307 vs. DF=85) due to the analysis only
including workers that were successfully dissected.

Does polygyny affect inactivity?
Colony-level inactivity (mean inactivity of all workers in the colony) was lower in in
polygynous colonies than in monogynous colonies (LM: DF=24, F= 4.64, p=0.04). The
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amount of brood (total counts of eggs, larvae, and pupae combined), a correlate of colony
workload, was also greater in polygynous colonies than monogynous colonies (LM:
DF=6, F= 22.41, p<0.01).

Discussion

Workers with oocytes in their ovaries, who thus have the potential to reproduce,
differ in their task profile from non-reproductive workers. Specifically, we showed that
worker reproductive potential (presence and number of oocytes in ovaries) in queenright
colonies was associated with more time spent caring for brood and being inactive, and
less time foraging. These differences in task profile may indicate that reproducing
workers are more selfish, care for their own brood, avoid risky or energy-intensive tasks,
and generally contribute less to the colony than their nestmates. It also is consistent with
the hypothesis that inactive workers in ant colonies are in fact selfishly neglecting work.
On the other hand, our data are also consistent with the hypothesis that worker inactivity
as well as reproductive potential are the result of age polyethism, as oocyte-bearing
workers have longer ovarioles, potentially indicating that they are younger than their
nestmates. These hypotheses are not mutually exclusive as worker selfishness and
reproduction may simply be part of the normal progression of aging workers.

Trade-offs between activity level and oocyte production are thought to occur in
many insect species. These may occur because of the energetically costly nature of
oocyte production (Wheeler 1996), and because many energetically costly tasks such as
foraging also tend to be risky which could negate worker reproductive efforts. Although
brood care generally does contribute to colony fitness, it could directly promote
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individual fitness if workers produce and care for their own offspring. By “nepotistically”
caring for their offspring, they could ensure that they receive more care, including a
greater share of food (Schmid-Hempel 1990). Thus, inactivity and brood care may form a
set of “queen-like” behaviors that function as a means of diverting energy which could
have been invested in work into the development of ovaries or production of eggs by
workers as well as avoiding dangerous tasks.

High levels of inactivity and brood care among oocyte-bearing workers could also
result from temporal polyethism. Newly-emerged adult workers in many social
Hymenopteran species perform brood care at the nest center before moving to the
periphery and foraging in advanced age (Seeley 1982; Robinson 1992; Beshers and
Fewell 2001). The ovaries of young workers tend to be more active than those of older
workers, which have atrophied from normal age-related physiological breakdown and
from more complete suppression by queen control pheromones (Ceusters et al. 1981;
Billen 1982; Fresneau 1984). Thus, high levels of inactivity among oocyte-bearing
workers may be the result of being young and inexperienced at performing any task, or
slightly older, but still reproductively capable, and performing some low levels of brood
care.
If “queen-like” behavior is the result of reproductive potential rather than worker
age, we should expect workers that are induced to develop their ovaries via queen
removal to shift away from foraging and toward inactivity, self-grooming, and brood
care. However, ants possessed comparable numbers of oocytes in queenright (56.2%),
and orphaned (51.9%) colonies and had similar task profiles (spent more time on brood
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care and less on foraging. This is unexpected, since worker reproductive development
typically accelerates dramatically in the absence of effective queen control, in advanced
Hymenoptera generally (Bourke 1988a). Although a period of two weeks has been shown
to be sufficient in other Temnothorax species (Heinze et al. 1997; Brunner et al. 2011),
perhaps worker reproductive development is slower in Temnothorax rugatulus, or other
mechanisms, such as worker dominance interactions, suppress the reproductive
development following queen removal.

Precise age data for T. rugatulus workers is necessary to find whether the
relationship between reproductive potential and task performance observed here is a
consequence of temporal polyethism, or if inactive and intranidal workers produce more
oocytes than more active nestmates regardless of worker age. However, T. rugatulus
workers are thought to live for multiple years, making longitudinal studies in this species
particularly difficult.

We show that inactive workers are more likely to have developed oocytes,
however we did not track worker egg-laying or the possibility of workers laying trophic
eggs (unfertilized eggs that serve as food). Therefore, we cannot be certain whether
inactive workers are effectively reproducing or not. Successful male production by
workers has been frequently found in social Hymenoptera(Wenseleers and Ratnieks
2006) and, in a related ant species (Temnothorax allardycei), ~20% of eggs are workerlaid in queenright colonies (Cole 1981). This suggests that the observed oocytes in
Temnothorax rugatulus workers may be viable, but additional work is required to be
certain.
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Effects of queen removal on worker tasks profiles
Two weeks after queen removal, worker time spent on inactivity and brood care
were significantly lower than in queenright colonies, while orphaned colony foraging
levels were higher. This may indicate that cooperative brood-care and food-sharing are
diminished within orphaned colonies, though trophallaxis levels do not significantly
differ between orphaned and queenright colonies. Perhaps orphaned workers that
wouldn’t forage under queenright conditions are forced to forage for their own food.
Decreased brood care in orphaned colonies could be a consequence of workers
redirecting care to their own offspring, rather than caring for the queen’s brood as well.
This would allow reproductive workers to perform less brood care overall, gain direct
fitness, and neglect queen-laid brood, which could develop into competitors in the
orphaned colony. Further evidence regarding this proposed breakdown in cooperation
should be gathered by future studies which track queen- and worker-laid brood to
characterize care before and after queen removal.

Unlike inactivity, high levels of brood care and low levels of foraging prior to
queen removal predicted oocyte presence two weeks after queen removal and were
actually maintained in reproductive workers after queen removal. The distinction
between intranidal and extranidal work therefore appears more robustly related to
reproductive potential than the distinction between inactivity and activity. However, this
is likely the result of the breakdown of cooperation within the colony and workers
increasingly working toward their direct fitness after the queen was removed.
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Effects of polygyny on worker tasks profiles
Polygynous colonies showed significantly less inactivity than monogynous
colonies. This could be a result of policing interactions among unrelated nestmates, such
that inactivity as a means of achieving selfish reproduction is recognized and inhibited.
Results consistent with these have been found in honey bees, where closely-related
workers from singly-mated queens show lower levels of foraging behavior and have
greater reproductive potential (ovary development) than less related workers in more
promiscuous queens’ nests (Mattila et al. 2012). A larger number of queens could also
more effectively suppress worker reproductive development via increased queen-control
pheromone production or pheromone distribution through the nest. Polygynous T.
rugatulus colonies also contained significantly more brood than monogynous colonies.
Polygynous colonies may simply have more work for the workers to perform, and
consequently less opportunity for inactivity than monogynous colonies.

Although worker reproductive potential correlates with task performance, it
cannot completely explain consistent differences among individuals’ performance of any
task. For example, the amount of variation in inactivity explained by oocyte presence in
queenright workers is low (Marginal R2=0.166), and we observed workers without
oocytes that spent 100% of observed time (4 x 5 min) inactive (Figure 3). Thus,
specialization on inactivity cannot solely function as a means of facilitating oocyte
growth. We suspect that other factors, such as variation in JH titers (Robinson 1987;
Robinson 1992; Dolezal et al. 2012) and fat body stores/corpulence (Blanchard et al.
2000; Robinson et al. 2009), also affect T. rugatulus worker activity levels and task
performance, likely in a fashion that corresponds with age and/or dominance rank
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(Charbonneau et al. In revision show that inactive workers are younger and more
corpulent than their nestmates).

We have shown here that reproductive workers tend to have a more selfish task
profile than those with fewer or no oocytes in their ovaries. The association between
inactivity and reproductive potential is of particular interest, because although inactivity
is common across hymenopteran taxa, its function remains unknown (Charbonneau and
Dornhaus 2015). Although reproductive potential, in this study, did not completely
explain specialization on selfish tasks or avoidance of “worker-like” tasks, the hypothesis
that some inactive workers are acting selfishly by avoiding dangerous tasks and diverting
colony resources towards their own reproduction is supported. However, our data also
suggest that reproductive potential may be related to aging processes and temporal
polyethism in T. rugatulus. The relationships we found could be developmental and
behavioral byproducts of task performer age, rather than of selfish reproductive
competition. Teasing apart whether inactivity is causally linked to reproductive
competition, independently of age polyethism, is essential to disentangling the interaction
between worker age, reproductive potential and inactivity, and ultimately understanding
the role of inactivity in social insects.
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Tables

Table VI: Descriptive statistics of colonies used in this experiment.
Colony

Collection date

Observation date

Treatment

Workers

Queens

Col 1
Col 2
Col 3
Col 4
Col 5
Col 6
Col 7
Col 8

Apr 2013
Apr 2013
Aug 2013
Jul 2013
Jun 2013
Jun 2013
May 2012
May 2012

May 2013
May 2013
Aug 2013
Aug 2013
Jun 2013
Jun 2013
Oct 2012
Oct 2012

Queen removed
Queen removed
Queenright
Queenright
Queen removed
Queenright
Queen removed
Queen removed

60
29
67
63
98
27
40
39

2
1
1
1
1
2
1
2

Mean
Median

52.9
50

1.4
1

Table VII: List of behaviors observed during video analysis. For every second of
analyzed video, each ant has one of these behaviors attributed to it. Time spent on all
behaviors other than ‘Wandering inside nest’ and ‘Inactive’ is considered to be ‘active’
time.
Task

Definition

Brood care

Located outside of the nest (foraging, carrying food or
stones), or manipulating a stone in any way (moving,
pushing, pulling), or returning to the colony from foraging
and performing tasks associated with foraging (e.g.
trophallaxis)
Manipulating brood (feeding, grooming, moving)

Selfish-Grooming

Grooming itself or being groomed by another ant

Grooming other (giver)

Grooming another ant

Trophallaxis

Receive or give liquid food to/from another adult ant

Eating

Feeding on drosophila inside nest (brought back by foragers)

Wandering inside nest

Walking inside the nest and not engaged in any other task

Inactive

Immobile and not engaged in any other task

Foraging
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Figures

Figure 12: (top) Temnothorax rugatulus queen ovaries, and a whole worker, (mid) queen
ovaries next to worker ovaries, and (bottom) close up of view of worker ovaries and
oocytes. Some non-ovarian viscera remains attached to the queen ovaries pictured.
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Figure 13: Workers with oocytes present tend to have longer ovarioles, both when the
queen is present (DF=124, F=13.86, p<0.001) and two weeks after queen removal
(DF=71, F= 14.60, p<0.001).
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Figure 14: In queenright colonies, workers that had oocytes present in
their ovarioles spent more time inactive and caring for brood, and less
time foraging (external work) and self-grooming than workers that did
not (DF=93).
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Figure 15: Workers that had detectable oocytes in their ovaries two weeks post queen
removal spent more time foraging and less time caring for brood than workers who did
not, both before and after queen removal. All workers increased the proportion of time
spent foraging and decreased the proportion of time spent on brood care after queen
removal (DF=85, see Table S III for detailed statistics).
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Figure 16: After being orphaned, workers spent more time foraging and
wandering inside, and less time inactive and caring for brood than when
the queen was present (DF=307).
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Figure 17: Polygynous colonies (>1 queen) were less inactive than monogynous colonies,
but also had significantly more brood.
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Supplementary Materials

Figure S 1: Time spent on different tasks relative to the total amount of time observed
(including time spent wandering inside and inactive), and its relationship to ovary
development, for workers in queenright colonies. Regression lines indicate significant
relationships (p<0.05). Detailed statistics can be found in
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Table S I: Detailed statistics for the proportion of time spent on tasks relative to the total observation time vs. measures of
reproductive potential (Figure S 1).
Time spent
on task

Foraging

Brood Care

Trophallaxis

Measure of
reproductive
potential
MeanOvLen
MeanOvLen
Cytenum
Cytenum
MeanCyteDiam
MeanCyteDiam
MaxCyteDiam
MaxCyteDiam
MeanOvLen
MeanOvLen
Cytenum
Cytenum
MeanCyteDiam
MeanCyteDiam
MaxCyteDiam
MaxCyteDiam
MeanOvLen
MeanOvLen
Cytenum
Cytenum
MeanCyteDiam
MeanCyteDiam
MaxCyteDiam
MaxCyteDiam
MeanOvLen

Effects
(Intercept)
MeanOvLen
(Intercept)
Cytenum
(Intercept)
MeanCyteDiam
(Intercept)
MaxCyteDiam
(Intercept)
MeanOvLen
(Intercept)
Cytenum
(Intercept)
MeanCyteDiam
(Intercept)
MaxCyteDiam
(Intercept)
MeanOvLen
(Intercept)
Cytenum
(Intercept)
MeanCyteDiam
(Intercept)
MaxCyteDiam
(Intercept)

Marginal
R2
0.1405
0.1405
0.1784
0.1784
0.0294
0.0294
0.0424
0.0424
0.4792
0.4792
0.0870
0.0870
0.0487
0.0487
0.0693
0.0693
0.0046
0.0046
0.0285
0.0285
0.0066
0.0066
0.0105
0.0105
0.0026

AIC
0.29
0.29
-20.95
-20.95
-187.20
-187.20
-188.30
-188.30
-5.45
-5.45
-95.67
-95.67
-55.64
-55.64
-57.15
-57.15
-72.05
-72.05
-380.36
-380.36
-257.28
-257.28
-257.53
-257.53
-20.03

numDF

denDF

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

9.00
9.00
93.00
93.00
53.00
53.00
53.00
53.00
9.00
9.00
93.00
93.00
53.00
53.00
53.00
53.00
9.00
9.00
93.00
93.00
53.00
53.00
53.00
53.00
9.00

F.value

p.value

1.04
0.335
2.69
0.135
11.43
0.001
20.45 <0.0001
1.01
0.319
2.36
0.130
0.90
0.348
3.67
0.061
1.20
0.301
15.15
0.004
14.09 <0.001
9.16
0.003
7.40
0.009
3.65
0.061
8.10
0.006
5.12
0.028
0.37
0.556
0.08
0.789
2.02
0.158
2.94
0.090
2.83
0.099
0.37
0.546
2.94
0.092
0.58
0.450
0.85
0.381
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MeanOvLen
Cytenum
Cytenum
Selfish
MeanCyteDiam
Grooming
MeanCyteDiam
MaxCyteDiam
MaxCyteDiam
MeanOvLen
MeanOvLen
Cytenum
Cytenum
Allogrooming
MeanCyteDiam
MeanCyteDiam
MaxCyteDiam
MaxCyteDiam
MeanOvLen
MeanOvLen
Cytenum
Cytenum
Inactivity
MeanCyteDiam
MeanCyteDiam
MaxCyteDiam
MaxCyteDiam

MeanOvLen
(Intercept)
Cytenum
(Intercept)
MeanCyteDiam
(Intercept)
MaxCyteDiam
(Intercept)
MeanOvLen
(Intercept)
Cytenum
(Intercept)
MeanCyteDiam
(Intercept)
MaxCyteDiam
(Intercept)
MeanOvLen
(Intercept)
Cytenum
(Intercept)
MeanCyteDiam
(Intercept)
MaxCyteDiam

0.0026
0.0259
0.0259
0.0396
0.0396
0.0129
0.0129
0.0000
0.0000
0.0027
0.0027
0.0009
0.0009
0.0006
0.0006
0.0000
0.0000
0.0676
0.0676
0.0044
0.0044
0.0000
0.0000

-20.03
-189.51
-189.51
-144.68
-144.68
-143.44
-143.44
-22.13
-22.13
-302.66
-302.66
-165.48
-165.48
-165.46
-165.46
-3.61
-3.61
7.65
7.65
-3.25
-3.25
-2.77
-2.77

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

9.00
93.00
93.00
53.00
53.00
53.00
53.00
9.00
9.00
93.00
93.00
53.00
53.00
53.00
53.00
9.00
9.00
93.00
93.00
53.00
53.00
53.00
53.00

0.04
41.56
2.55
7.22
2.29
8.55
0.71
0.19
0.00
11.71
0.26
6.49
0.05
6.49
0.03
10.40
0.00
72.62
7.27
218.05
0.24
177.12
0.00

0.841
<0.0001
0.113
0.010
0.136
0.005
0.403
0.674
0.995
<0.001
0.614
0.014
0.821
0.014
0.859
0.010
0.992
<0.0001
0.008
<0.0001
0.627
<0.0001
0.964
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Figure S 2: Time spent on different tasks relative to the total amount of time spent active (i.e.,
excluding time spent wandering inside and inactive), and its relationship to ovary development,
for workers in queenright colonies. Regression lines indicated significant relationships (p<0.05).
Detailed statistics can be found in Table S II.
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Table S II: Detailed statistics for the proportion of time spent on tasks relative to the amount of time spent on ‘active’ tasks vs.
measures of reproductive potential (Figure S 2).
Time spent
on task

Foraging

Brood Care

Trophallaxis

Measure of
reproductive
potential
MeanOvLen
MeanOvLen
Cytenum
Cytenum
MeanCyteDiam
MeanCyteDiam
MaxCyteDiam
MaxCyteDiam
MeanOvLen
MeanOvLen
Cytenum
Cytenum
MeanCyteDiam
MeanCyteDiam
MaxCyteDiam
MaxCyteDiam
MeanOvLen
MeanOvLen
Cytenum
Cytenum
MeanCyteDiam
MeanCyteDiam
MaxCyteDiam
MaxCyteDiam
MeanOvLen

Effects
(Intercept)
MeanOvLen
(Intercept)
Cytenum
(Intercept)
MeanCyteDiam
(Intercept)
MaxCyteDiam
(Intercept)
MeanOvLen
(Intercept)
Cytenum
(Intercept)
MeanCyteDiam
(Intercept)
MaxCyteDiam
(Intercept)
MeanOvLen
(Intercept)
Cytenum
(Intercept)
MeanCyteDiam
(Intercept)
MaxCyteDiam
(Intercept)

Marginal
R2
0.1644
0.1644
0.1998
0.1998
0.0261
0.0261
0.0378
0.0378
0.2578
0.2578
0.2207
0.2207
0.0051
0.0051
0.0177
0.0177
0.0055
0.0055
0.0088
0.0088
0.0003
0.0003
0.0005
0.0005
0.0145

AIC
17.20
17.20
62.86
62.86
-44.34
-44.34
-45.18
-45.18
13.89
13.89
76.28
76.28
52.69
52.69
52.20
52.20
-51.16
-51.16
-19.57
-19.57
-23.23
-23.23
-23.24
-23.24
1.43

numDF

denDF

F.value

p.value

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

9
9
85
85
46
46
46
46
9
9
85
85
46
46
46
46
9
9
85
85
46
46
46
46
9

1.34
3.24
6.06
24.19
1.01
1.95
0.90
2.98
1.31
5.72
19.23
26.34
39.45
0.28
34.90
0.95
0.36
0.09
6.02
0.77
9.94
0.02
9.95
0.03
1.09

0.276
0.105
0.016
<0.0001
0.321
0.170
0.349
0.091
0.282
0.040
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
0.601
<0.0001
0.335
0.561
0.770
0.016
0.381
0.003
0.899
0.003
0.872
0.323
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MeanOvLen
Cytenum
Cytenum
Selfish
MeanCyteDiam
Grooming
MeanCyteDiam
MaxCyteDiam
MaxCyteDiam
MeanOvLen
MeanOvLen
Cytenum
Cytenum
Allogrooming
MeanCyteDiam
MeanCyteDiam
MaxCyteDiam
MaxCyteDiam

MeanOvLen
(Intercept)
Cytenum
(Intercept)
MeanCyteDiam
(Intercept)
MaxCyteDiam
(Intercept)
MeanOvLen
(Intercept)
Cytenum
(Intercept)
MeanCyteDiam
(Intercept)
MaxCyteDiam

0.0145
0.0028
0.0028
0.0270
0.0270
0.0215
0.0215
0.0000
0.0000
0.0039
0.0039
0.0064
0.0064
0.0003
0.0003

1.43
36.81
36.81
17.29
17.29
17.64
17.64
-3.98
-3.98
-32.22
-32.22
2.51
2.51
2.86
2.86

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

9
85
85
46
46
46
46
9
9
85
85
46
46
46
46

0.24
12.47
0.26
4.71
1.72
4.90
1.31
0.23
0.00
11.04
0.34
9.19
0.34
9.12
0.01

0.635
<0.001
0.612
0.035
0.196
0.032
0.259
0.642
0.991
0.001
0.560
0.004
0.560
0.004
0.909
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Table S III: Detailed statistics for time spent on tasks vs presence of oocytes and queen (Figure
15).
Task

FixedEffect
(Intercept)
QueenState
Foraging
CyteClass
QueenState:CyteClass
(Intercept)
QueenState
Eating
CyteClass
QueenState:CyteClass
(Intercept)
QueenState
Brood care
CyteClass
QueenState:CyteClass
(Intercept)
QueenState
Allogrooming
CyteClass
QueenState:CyteClass
(Intercept)
QueenState
Selfgrooming
CyteClass
QueenState:CyteClass
(Intercept)
QueenState
Trophallaxis
CyteClass
QueenState:CyteClass
(Intercept)
QueenState
Wandering
inside
CyteClass
QueenState:CyteClass
(Intercept)
QueenState
Inactive
CyteClass
QueenState:CyteClass

numDF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

denDF F.value p.value
85
30.53 <0.0001
85
4.27
0.042
85
8.65
0.004
85
0.04
0.840
85
1.84
0.178
85
1.73
0.192
85
0.82
0.368
85
0.83
0.366
85
12.55 <0.001
85
5.06
0.027
85
18.84 <0.0001
85
0.20
0.657
85
8.01
0.006
85
1.15
0.287
85
0.11
0.740
85
0.23
0.632
85
98.06 <0.0001
85
2.05
0.155
85
3.19
0.078
85
2.78
0.099
85
8.51
0.005
85
0.62
0.432
85
0.40
0.529
85
0.72
0.399
85
16.81 <0.0001
85
1.71
0.194
85
0.77
0.383
85
0.53
0.470
85
12.26 <0.001
85
0.99
0.321
85
0.27
0.603
85
0.00
0.950
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Appendix D
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Abstract

Social insect colonies are highly successful, decentralized, self-organized complex
systems. Surprisingly however, most social insect colonies contain large numbers of highly
inactive workers. Although this may seem inefficient, it may be that inactive workers actually
contribute to colony function. Indeed, the most commonly proposed explanation for inactive
workers is that they form a ‘reserve’ labor force that becomes active when needed, thus helping
mitigate the effects of colony workload fluctuations or worker loss. Thus, it may be that inactive
workers facilitate colony flexibility and resilience. However, this has not been empirically
confirmed. Here we test whether colonies of Temnothorax rugatulus ants have mechanisms that
allow for the replacement of highly active (spending large proportions of time on specific tasks)
or highly inactive (spending large proportions of time completely immobile) workers by
experimentally removing such workers. We show that colonies maintained pre-removal activity
levels even after active workers were removed, and that previously inactive workers became
active subsequent to the removal of active workers. Conversely, when inactive workers were
removed, inactivity levels decreased and remained lower post-removal. Thus, colonies seem to
have mechanisms for ensuring a set number of active workers, but not a set number of inactive
workers. The rapid replacement (<1 week) of active workers suggests that the tasks they
perform, mainly foraging and brood care, are necessary for colony function on short timescales.
Conversely, the lack of replacement of inactive workers even 2 weeks after their removal
suggests that any potential functions they have, including being a ‘reserve’, are less important, or
auxiliary, and do not need immediate recovery. Thus, inactive workers act as a reserve labor
force and may still play a role as food stores for the colony, but a role in facilitating colony-wide
communication is unlikely. Our results are consistent with the often cited, but never yet
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empirically supported hypothesis that inactive workers act as a pool of ‘reserve’ labor that may
allow colonies to quickly take advantage of novel resources and to mitigate worker loss.

Introduction

Complex systems are a broad class of systems in which behavior emerges from the
actions and interactions of a number of independent units. These can range from human-made
systems such as computer networks (Najjar and Gaudiot 1990; Johnson 2012), robot swarms
(Gerkey and Matarić 2004; Rubenstein et al. 2014), transportation networks (Zhang and Chen
2011; Latty et al. 2011), human organizations (Durkheim 1997), and economic systems (Becker
and Murphy 1992), as well as biological systems such as embryogenesis and organogenesis
(Reinert 1973), disease transmission networks (Ostfeld 2010), genes expression networks (Jeong
et al. 2000; Mattick and Gagen 2001; Linksvayer et al. 2012), the organization of multicellular
systems (Arnellos and Moreno 2015), and social insect colonies (Bonabeau 1998; Fewell 2003;
Charbonneau and Dornhaus 2015a). In many cases, complex systems are decentralized, selforganized, and optimized for group-level function.

Social insect colonies are highly successful, evolved, self-organized collectives which are
often used as models for the organization of complex systems. They are thought to employ
sophisticated individual and group-level strategies for the allocation of workers to tasks. For
example, individual honey bee workers adjust their foraging strategy according to innate
processes, learned information, and social signals (Robinson 1992; Robinson et al. 2005; Seeley
2009; Rivera et al. 2015), such that group-level decisions will depend on the amount of stored
food (Rinderer and Baxter 1978; Fewell and Winston 1992; Dreller and Tarpy 2000), the rate of
food consumption (Pankiw et al. 1998), and the food availability in the environment (Moore et
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al. 1998). Thus, task allocation in insect colonies is expected to be flexible to changes in demand
for different types of work (Gordon 1983), and robust to individual failure (Naug 2009; Duarte et
al. 2011).

Studies show that experimentally increasing workload, such as by increasing the
temperature in honey bee hives (Johnson 2002; Cook and Breed 2013) or increasing food
availability (Pasteels et al. 1987; Beckers et al. 1990; Traniello and Robson 1995), leads to
increased activity and recruitment of new workers to underserved tasks. Additionally, removal
studies that simulate worker loss (by death or otherwise) show that the lost workforce tends to be
replaced by other workers in the colony (Mirenda and Vinson 1981; Johnson 2002). It is worth
noting that, although social insect colonies are generally thought to be highly flexible and robust,
there is evidence that this is not always the case and that rapid worker reallocation does not
always occur when conditions change (either by fluctuating workload (Johnson 2003; SchmidHempel 1992) or by worker loss (Kwapich and Tschinkel 2016; Kwapich and Tschinkel 2013)).

Despite these sophisticated mechanisms of task allocation, perhaps one of the most
surprising features of social insects is that high levels of inactivity are common in most species.
Social insect colonies typically have upwards of 50% of their workers inactive at any one time
(honey bees (Lindauer 1952; Moore et al. 1998; Moore 2001), bumble bees (Jandt et al. 2012),
wasps (Gadagkar and Joshi 1984), termites (Maistrello and Sbrenna 1999), and ants
(Charbonneau and Dornhaus 2015b; Herbers 1983; Cole 1986; Retana and Cerdá 1990;
Dornhaus 2008)). Although individual activity level may vary over the course of the day, or
across days, the relative activity ranks of individual workers are consistent among workers over
moderate timescales (one to a few weeks (Mirenda and Vinson 1981; Mirenda and Vinson 1981;
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Calabi 1988; Robson and Traniello 1999; Pinter-Wollman et al. 2012; Charbonneau and
Dornhaus 2015b)), indicating that workers are consistently more or less active.

Although the abundance of highly inactive workers may seem counterintuitive given the
sophistication and flexibility of social insect task allocation strategies, it may be that inactive
workers actually contribute to colony function rather than impair it. Indeed, the most commonly
cited explanation for inactivity proposes that inactive workers are ‘reserves’ that serve as an
auxiliary labor force that can help the colony react quickly to workload increases (other proposed
hypotheses reviewed in (Charbonneau and Dornhaus 2015a; Charbonneau et al. In revision)).
Thus, if inactive workers constitute a pool of workers that can be dynamically allocated to tasks
and therefore adjust the amount of work performed by the colony to fluctuating demands, their
presence may allow colonies to be increasingly flexible and resilient (see (Charbonneau and
Dornhaus 2015a) for an extended discussion of this hypothesis).

Studies that experimentally remove workers show that colonies tend to replace lost
workers. However, these studies typically only remove key workers such as bees that increase air
movement in colonies by fanning (Johnson 2005), workers active in emigration tasks such as
scouting new nest locations or recruiting new workers to potential nest locations (PinterWollman et al. 2012), workers that remove ant corpses from the nest (undertakers) (Breed et al.
2002), nurses that care for brood (Gardner et al. 2007), and foragers (O’Donnell 1998; Beverly et
al. 2009). In these cases where workers are identified in only one task, the individuals removed
tend to be highly active workers. In most cases cited above, removed active workers are
effectively replaced: their tasks and workloads are taken over by other workers and performed at
comparable activity levels (though see (Kwapich and Tschinkel 2013; Kwapich and Tschinkel
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2016)). Replacement can be immediate (e.g. water foragers (O’Donnell 1998)), but there is
typically a delay ranging from a few hours to a few days (O’Donnell 1998; Breed et al. 2002;
Gardner et al. 2007; Beverly et al. 2009; Pinter-Wollman et al. 2012).

In studies where pre-removal behavior was known, replacement workers tended to be less
active, but not inactive, workers previously performing the replacement task at a lower level,
who increased their activity levels to compensate for the loss of highly active workers
(O’Donnell 1998; Johnson 2005; Gardner et al. 2007). Thus, although the ‘reserve’ worker
hypothesis is commonly proposed, this is not direct evidence for it, since actually ‘inactive’
workers were not involved. In fact, the only study that has successfully ‘activated’ inactive
workers removed all other workers except for the inactives (Ishii and Hasegawa 2013).

Although inactive workers often represent a substantial portion of the colony (~50%),
there are currently no studies that test the effect of removing highly inactive workers on the
distribution of colony activity. If inactive workers play a specific role within the colony, we
should expect them to also be replaced if lost. Many potential functions other than as ‘reserves’
have been proposed to explain the presence of highly inactive workers (reviewed in
(Charbonneau and Dornhaus 2015a)). These include inactivity as a form of social ‘cheating’ in
which egg-laying workers selfishly invest in their own reproduction rather than contribute to
colony fitness by avoiding risky tasks and conserving energy by remaining inactive (tested and
supported (Charbonneau et al. In revision; Jandt and Dornhaus 2011); tested, but not supported
(Cole 1981; Cole 1986; Ishii and Hasegawa 2013)), and inactive workers performing an as-yet
unidentified function, such as playing a role in communication (proposed in (O’Donnell and
Bulova 2007); tested, but not supported (Charbonneau et al. In revision)) and acting as food
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stores, or repletes (tested and supported (Charbonneau et al. In revision; Blanchard et al. 2000)).
Thus, if inactive workers have a function other than as reserves, we expect the colony to have
mechanisms to ensure that workers are allocated to that function just as we see for active
workers.

In this paper, we test whether social insect colonies have mechanisms that maintain
homeostasis of colony activity levels by removing either the 20% most active, the 20% most
inactive, or the same proportion of random workers, then tracking the activity levels of the
remaining workers post-removal. We show that workers that were inactive prior to the removal
of active workers increased their activity post-removal. Indeed, the majority of the 20% most
active workers post-removal were highly inactive pre-removal. This suggests inactive worker
may act as ‘reserves’ that become active when colony workload increases. When inactive
workers were removed, mean worker activity increased and mean worker inactivity decreased
which shows that removed inactive workers were not replaced. This suggests that there are no
mechanisms ensuring a specific proportion of inactive workers.

Methods

We collected 20 colonies of Temnothorax rugatulus ants from a pine forest located at
~8000ft in altitude in the Santa Catalina Mountains, USA in June and July of 2015 (15 colonies)
and 2016 (5 colonies; see Table S I). Within 1-2 days of their collection, colonies were allowed
to emigrate to artificial nests consisting of a piece of cardboard with an enclosed nest area and
entrance die-cut out of the middle, sandwiched between two glass slides (Charbonneau and
Dornhaus 2015b). Colonies were kept in the lab on a 12h/12h light regime (8am to 8pm) and fed
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water, diluted honey solution, and wingless fruit flies ad libitum (similar methods to
(Charbonneau and Dornhaus 2015b)).

Overview of methods
To test the effect of ‘active’ and ‘inactive’ worker removals, we applied one of three
treatments to colonies: removal of the 20% most active workers (5 colonies), removal of the 20%
most inactive workers (9 colonies), and removal of 20% randomly selected workers (6 colonies;
see below for detailed descriptions of worker activity and inactivity measurements). From this
point on, we will refer to the 20% most active and 20% most inactive as ‘active’ and ‘inactive’
(in quotations). Whole colonies were filmed over 3 consecutive days before removals (shown to
be sufficient to obtain consistent individual behavior (Charbonneau and Dornhaus 2015b)), at
one week post-removals, and at two weeks post-removal (total of 9 videos per colony). Typical
timing of events was as follows: Day 1: colonies collected, Day 4: workers painted, Day 6-8:
pre-removal videos, Day 9: workers removed, Day 13-15: 1 week post-removal videos, Day 2123: 2 weeks post-removal videos. There were occasionally delays of up to 1 week between
collection and painting, but the schedule once filming had begun was consistently maintained.

Filming

Each video was 5 minutes long. Colonies were filmed using an HD camera (Nikon
D7000 with Nikon AF-S Micro-NIKKOR 60mm f/2.8G ED Lens and Lumix DMC-GH3 with
Olympus OL6028 60mm f/2.8 Macro Lens) mounted directly over the nest with three sources of
diffused light to reduce shadows. The entire nest, as well as the available food and water outside
of the nest, were within the field of view. All videos were taken within ~1 month of colony
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collection to limit potential laboratory effects, such as artificial age structures due to increased
forager age. Previous work has shown that colony time spent on any specific task (including
inactivity) do not significantly vary between field and laboratory within these timeframes
(Charbonneau et al. 2014).

Measuring individual behavior

Within 1 week of colony emigration to artificial nests, each worker was painted with a
unique color combination to allow individual tracking between observations (see (Charbonneau
and Dornhaus 2015b) for detailed methods). Colonies were filmed at least 48h after workers had
been painted to allow colonies to return to their normal function.

Videos were analyzed by tracking each individual worker over the course of the 5 minute
video and recording the task the worker was performing for each second of the video (a list of
possible tasks can be found in Table I). Tasks were classified as either ‘active’ (building,
foraging, brood care, self- or allo-grooming, trophallaxis, and feeding on dead fruit flies that had
been brought back to the nest), ‘undifferentiated’ (walking inside the nest and not otherwise
engaged in any active task), or ‘inactive’ (immobile and not otherwise engaged in any active
task).

Worker activity and inactivity levels were calculated by averaging the proportion of
observed time spent on active tasks or inactive, respectively, for videos from each block of 3
consecutive days of filming (pre-removal, 1 week post-removal, and 2 weeks post-removal).
Inactivity as defined here is not simply the inverse of activity (i.e. the absence of activity)
because worker time is distributed among time spent active, inactive, and wandering inside (i.e.
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undifferentiated activity, which is not counted towards either activity or inactivity). Workers that
were observed only once during each block (appeared in only one of the three videos) were
removed from the analyses to ensure an adequate representation of worker time budgets. Of the
workers with sufficient data, the 20% with the highest activity and inactivity levels were
removed for the ‘active’ and ‘inactive’ removals respectively. Random removals were selected
using the R function ‘sample()’.

Determining worker task groups

Previous work has shown that workers of Temnothorax rugatulus ants can be grouped
into four distinct task groups, or behavioral castes: inactives, foragers, nurses, and walkers
(Charbonneau et al. In revision; Charbonneau and Dornhaus 2015b). These groups specialize
(i.e. spend more time relative to other workers) on inactivity, foraging and building, brood care,
and wandering inside respectively (Table I). Here, we use these tasks groups to determine the
role of workers within colonies prior to removals.

Using the mean proportion of time spent on tasks pre-removal, we established preremoval worker task groups using a combination of principal component and hierarchical cluster
analyses (prcomp and hclust, base ‘stats’ package in R Version 3.1.2) as follows. We determined
the number of distinct task groups (4) by identifying tasks that contributed the most to the
principal components (tasks with absolute sum > 1; number of components determined via
parallel analysis (Franklin et al. 1995). We then used a hierarchical clustering analysis to classify
workers into distinct task groups based on similarities in their time spent on tasks (worker
clustering is identical to (Charbonneau et al. In revision); see Figure S1). Workers were clustered
into 4 distinct task groups: (1) Inactives, (2) Foragers, (3) Nurses, and (4) Walkers (task group
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names capitalized from this point on). The Inactive task group, obtained via hierarchical
clustering analysis, should not to be confused with the ‘inactive’ group, which represents the
20% most inactive workers as determined by the continuous variable of % time spent inactive.
Workers that did not appear in at least 2 videos were excluded from the analysis to ensure
sufficient data for representative individual time budgets. In order to account for inter-colony
variation in inactivity levels, the data for each colony were centered (task mean subtracted from
task values) and scaled (task values divided by task standard deviation) separately before being
pooled and clustered. To avoid the effects of sporadic (low repeatability) tasks (such as
grooming and eating), we performed the clustering analysis only on highly consistent (high
repeatability) tasks, namely inactivity, wandering inside, foraging, brood care. The same groups
(foragers, nurses, walkers (then ‘patrollers’), and inactives were obtained previously via
clustering analysis that included each individual task (Charbonneau and Dornhaus 2015b).
Removing less repeatable tasks from the analysis allows for clustering that is less dependent on
small random variation in tasks that are not representative of worker specialization. These
methods have been used to describe colony organization in prior studies (Lenoir and Mardon
1978; Retana and Cerdá 1991), including on Temnothorax rugatulus (Charbonneau et al. In
revision; Charbonneau and Dornhaus 2015b).

Statistical analyses

Statistical analyses were performed in R (Version 3.0.3), and consisted of Mixed-effects
models and Tukey post-hoc tests (packages ‘nlme’ v3.1-115 and ‘multcomp’ v1.3-2), as well as
Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests (base ‘stats’ package, ‘wilcox.test’ function).
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Results

The across-colony mean proportion of time workers spent on active tasks was 0.170
(median=0.154, s.d.=0.071). The mean proportion of time spent inactive was 0.607
(median=0.628, s.d.=0.146) (see Figure S2 for distribution of colony activity levels).

To ensure that worker removals should have a significant impact on colony activity and
inactivity levels, we compared the activity and inactivity levels of whole colonies (i.e. mean
activity levels of all workers in a colony) pre-removal to the calculated mean colony activity
level of colonies without the workers that would later be removed (i.e. mean activity levels of all
workers in a colony minus the removed workers). This calculation showed that removal of
‘active’ workers should significantly decrease colony activity level (Wilcoxon Signed-Rank
Test, p=0.031), removal of ‘inactive’ workers should decrease mean inactivity level (Wilcoxon
Signed-Rank Test, p=0.031), and removal of random workers should not affect either colony
activity or inactivity (Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test, p=0.50 and p=1.00 respectively; Figure S3).
Furthermore, mean colony activity (the average of all worker activity levels for that colony) was
less than the mean activity level of the removed ‘active’ workers (Colony=0.18, Removed
‘active’ workers=0.42), and mean colony inactivity was less than the mean inactivity level of the
removed ‘inactive’ workers (Colony=0.64; Removed ‘inactive’ workers=0.75). Workers selected
for the random removals treatment had comparable activity and inactivity levels to colony
activity levels (Activity: Colony=0.17; Removed random workers=0.20; Inactivity:
Colony=0.63; Removed random workers=0.57; Error! Reference source not found.).
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Are colony activity and inactivity levels maintained post-removal?
When ‘active’ workers were removed, both average colony activity and inactivity were
not significantly different from pre-removal activity/inactivity levels (Figure 1a). This is
consistent with the idea that the colony rapidly compensates for the removal of active workers.
In colonies where ‘inactive’ workers were removed, there was a non-significant increase
in mean worker activity after 1 week and a return to pre-removal activity levels after 2 weeks
(p=0.049, Tukey posthoc shows no significant contrasts). Inactivity levels decreased 1 week after
removals and remained low at 2 weeks post-removal (Figure 1b). There were no significant
changes in worker activity or inactivity post-removal of random workers (Figure 1c).

Are the activity/inactivity levels of the most active/inactive workers post-removal comparable to
those of the most active/inactive workers pre-removal?
In colonies where ‘active’ workers were removed, the activity levels of the most active
workers post-removal (top 20th percentile 1 and 2 weeks after) were not significantly different
from the activity levels of the most active workers pre-removal (Figure 2a). Furthermore,
average time spent on specific tasks did not differ significantly between pre-removal and 2
weeks post removal (Figure 3). When ‘inactive’ workers were removed, the most inactive
workers post-removal (top 20th percentile 1 and 2 weeks after) were significantly less inactive 2
weeks post-removal than the most inactive workers pre-removal (Figure 2b). When random
workers were removed, neither the activity levels of the most active nor the inactivity levels of
the most inactive workers were significantly affected (Figure 2c).
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What role did the most active and inactive workers post-removal hold prior to removals?

For individual workers, pre-removal activity levels did not predict post-removal (2
weeks) activity levels for any removal treatment. However, pre-removal inactivity levels were
positively correlated to post-removal inactivity levels when ‘inactive’ and random workers were
removed (Figure 4). This indicates that inactivity may be even more consistently maintained than
whether workers are actually active in tasks or wandering (perhaps looking for tasks), consistent
with previous work (Charbonneau and Dornhaus 2015b). This could result from the inclusion of
tasks with low repeatability such as grooming and trophallaxis in the ‘active’ tasks (Charbonneau
et al. In revision).
The 20% most active workers before ‘active’ worker removal consisted mainly of
workers from the Nurse and Forager task groups, while after removals the most active workers
were mainly composed of workers from the Inactive and Walker task groups (remember that task
groups reflect the role of workers pre-removal; Figure 5). In the ‘inactive’ worker treatment, the
20% most inactive workers (top 20th percentile) pre-removal were solely from the inactive task
group (as determined by hierarchical clustering analysis). Post-removal, the most inactive
workers were still mainly from the inactive task group, but also included some Nurses, Walkers
and Foragers (Figure 6).

Discussion

In this study, we test whether colonies of Temnothorax rugatulus ants have mechanisms
in place for maintaining the proportions of highly active and highly inactive workers in the
colony. We show that colonies maintained pre-removal activity levels after active workers were
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removed, despite the fact that calculations show that activity should have been significantly
impacted had the colony not compensated for the loss of active workers. We also show that it is
the previously inactive workers who became active subsequent to the removal of active workers.
This constitutes evidence for the hypothesis that inactive workers function as a reserve against
worker loss. Conversely, colony activity remained at a higher levels, and inactivity decreased,
after inactive workers were removed. Thus, the colony did not appear to compensate for the
removal of inactive workers. Mean worker activity and inactivity levels were not affected by the
removal of random workers.
Inactive workers act as ‘reserve’ labor

After the removal of the 20% most active workers from colonies, mean worker activity
level, as well as mean activity level of the most active workers that remained in the nest, were
comparable to pre-removal levels. Thus, overall colony activity level was reestablished within 1
week of removals, and ‘active’ workers were effectively replaced by workers that increased their
activity to levels comparable to those of removed ‘active’ workers. Replacement occurred
relatively rapidly (<1 week) and was maintained 2 weeks after the removal of ‘active’ workers.
This suggests that there are mechanisms ensuring a certain proportion of active workers within
the colony.

Our data also showed that the 20% most active workers pre-removal were mainly
composed of workers from the Nurse and Forager task groups, while 2 weeks post-removal, the
most active workers were mainly workers who had previously (pre-removal) been in the Inactive
task and Walker task groups. This suggests that workers that were inactive pre-removal
effectively replaced lost active workers. Interestingly, it may be that Walkers also play a similar
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role. This supports the hypothesis that inactive workers (and possibly ants that are wandering
around with no clear task) are ‘reserves’ that serve as an auxiliary labor force that can help the
colony react quickly to workload increases. Although this is the most commonly cited
explanation for inactivity, evidence supporting it had been lacking. In fact, each study that
explicitly set out to test the reserve worker hypothesis by increasing workload (Fewell and
Winston 1992; Johnson 2002; Jandt et al. 2012) or removing active workers (O’Donnell 1998;
Johnson 2005; Gardner et al. 2007) failed to support it, instead showing that either colonies do
not adjust to changes in workload, or workers other than inactives increase their activity to
compensate for the increased workload.

The only study that has effectively increased inactive worker activity levels did so by
removing all but the most inactive workers in colonies of the ant Myrmica kotokui (Ishii and
Hasegawa 2013). This study proposes that inactive workers are workers that have high response
thresholds that only become active when all lower threshold workers are removed. Another
recent study also suggested that highly inactive, high-threshold workers are part of an adaptive
strategy in social insects to mitigate the effects of large scale disturbances where most of the
workers in the colony may be lost (Hasegawa et al. 2016), though it is unclear what these
disturbances may be or how frequently they occur in natural populations.

Nonetheless, here we show for the first time that inactive workers directly respond to the
loss of active workers by increasing their activity levels to levels comparable to those of the
removed workers, effectively taking over as the most active workers within the colony. This
indicates that (at least some) inactive workers are not incapable of working when needed. It also
suggests that, in the ant Temnothorax rugatulus, inactive workers may be part of an adaptive
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strategy to rapidly allocate workers to novel tasks and changing workloads thereby contributing
to colony flexibility and robustness.

Removed inactive workers are not replaced

When the 20% most inactive workers were removed, mean worker inactivity levels and
the inactivity levels of the most inactive workers remained lowered both 1 and 2 weeks after
removals. This suggests that, contrary to ‘active’ workers, ‘inactive’ workers are not replaced if
lost. Thus, the replacement of ‘active’ workers likely does not result from random fluctuations in
activity level for all workers, in which case all removed workers would be replaced without the
need for specific mechanisms. Both pre and post-removal of ‘inactive’ workers, the 20% most
inactive workers are largely composed of workers from the Inactive task group, suggesting that
workers are not switching from other task groups to replace the removed ‘inactive’ workers.

Removals minimally disrupt normal colony function

When randomly selected workers were removed, there was a non-significant initial
decrease in mean worker activity (p-value = 0.049, but Tukey posthoc test showed no significant
contrasts) and a non-significant increase in mean worker inactivity (p=0.050), but after 2 weeks,
both mean worker activity and inactivity appear to have regained levels comparable to preremoval levels. The 20% most active workers decreased their activity levels 1 week after
removals and remained lower than pre-removal levels even after 2 weeks, though there is a
slight, non-significant increase between 1 week and 2 weeks. This suggests that random worker
removals have minimal effects of normal colony function as colonies maintain their activity
levels post-removal, though there is disruption in the activity levels of the most active workers.
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‘Reserves’ in other complex systems

The problem of adjusting supply to demand is a common one and the strategy of maintaining a
reserve to deal with this is not unique to social insects (Middleton and Latty 2016). For example,
supply chains maintain stockpiles of products (warehousing or ‘slack’) to avoid shortages as
demand increases (Allen and Ilic 2000; Christopher and Peck 2004; Pac et al. 2009), employers
often employ contingent workers from external labor supply agencies to deal with changing
demand (Pac et al. 2009), and computer systems perform better when they allow for a reserve of
processing power (buffering) (Nitzberg and Lo 1997; Ma et al. 2002). However, the problem
faced by all of these systems is how to optimally organize the supply or reserve workforce such
as to minimize the costs of maintaining these reserves. This involves making predictions about
the future state of the system (e.g., what future supply and demand will be) and costs associated
with either over- or underestimating supply and demand.

There does not appear to be a consistently optimal proportion of resources allocated to
reserves across systems (e.g. the proportion of flexible workers in countries (temporary,
standby, replacement, and other such workers) can account for 6.6%-10.7% of their active labor
force (Pac et al. 2009), while in social insects between 50-70% of workers are inactive at any
time (Schmid-Hempel 1990)). This is not surprising, because the optimal amount of ‘reserves’
will be highly dependent on the predictability and variability of the environment; i.e., stable and
predictable systems will require less of a buffer than systems where demand fluctuates widely
and unpredictably. Thus, human organizations may have less reserves because they face more
predictable environments than social insects, or perhaps human organizations do not sufficiently
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account for variation and should be employing additional flexible workers to optimally deal with
varying environments.

Social insects face a range of predictable environmental fluctuations (e.g., regular cycles
of brood production (Markin 1970; Porter and Tschinkel 1985)) as well as unpredictable ones
(e.g., weather (Mitrus 2013), food availability (Modlmeier et al. 2013), predation (Nonacs and
Dill 1990), pathogens and parasites (Schmid-Hempel 1998; Botías et al. 2013)). However, the
main problem of ants is competition (exploitation, interference, and apparent) with other ants
(generally (Möglich and Alpert 1979; Human and Gordon 1996; Passera et al. 1996; McGlynn et
al. 2004; Lach et al. 2010) and specifically in the genus Temnothorax (Foitzik and Herbers 2001;
Bengston and Dornhaus 2015)). However, we actually know very little about how much
workload (demand) fluctuates in natural in social insect colonies, nor how colonies adjust their
available workforce (supply) to these changing demands. For example, for most social insects we
know very little about how food or other resource availability fluctuates in natural conditions, or
how commonly workers are lost to causes other than old age, such as predation or natural events.
We also know very little about the costs of inaccurately predicting how either supply or demand
will vary in the future.

Conclusion

Here we show that that colonies of Temnothorax rugatulus ants possess mechanisms
ensuring the presence, and if necessary relatively quick replacement, of highly active workers,
but not of inactive workers. Although inactive worker may serve a function within the colony,
such as acting as food stores, or as a reserve labor force, our results suggest that these may not be
continuously necessary tasks that require mechanisms to quickly reestablish their occurrence
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when workers are lost. On the other hand, if nurses and foragers (which are the main components
of the ‘actives’) are lost, the colony seems to have mechanisms in place to quickly replace them
and ensure that these tasks are kept up at comparable levels. This makes sense because without
foraging and brood care, workers and brood won’t be fed, which will likely incur a large fitness
cost to the colony very quickly. Thus, it seems that colonies do not seek to maintain homeostasis
of colony activity in general, but rather that worker replacement depends on the immediate
necessity of the task.

Although inactives may serve a function for the colony, such as acting as food stores
(Charbonneau et al. In revision), and act as ‘reserves’ replacing lost ‘active’ workers, there
appear to be no mechanisms ensuring that a set proportion of the colony be dedicated to this task.
Instead, workers allocated to ‘reserves’ may be determined by worker age and physiology
corresponding to described traits of inactive workers (i.e., young reproductives or young
‘repletes’ who may not be well suited to work (Charbonneau et al. In revision)). Thus inactives
likely result from other age-related processes such as inexperience, physical vulnerability,
degraded physiologies, decreased metabolic rates and immune function, etc. (Charbonneau et al.
In revision), or worker turnover frequency being decoupled from the frequency of fluctuations in
colony workload (Charbonneau and Dornhaus 2015a). In these cases, the mechanisms creating
inactive workers are acting on much longer timescales and so removed inactive workers may
only be replaced when the colony produces more workers.
We also showed for the first time that inactive workers can act as a ‘reserve’ labor force,
effectively replacing lost active workers. Although this hypothesis is often proposed to explain
highly inactive workers in social insect colonies, previous studies that have sought to test it have
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rejected it. This discrepancy suggests that inactivity likely has different causes and functions in
different species of social insects.
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Tables

Table I: List of possible behaviors observed during video analysis, their broad class of activity,
codes, and detailed descriptions. For every second of analyzed video, each ant has one of these
behaviors attributed to it. (Similar to Charbonneau et al. 2014).
Class

Active

Undifferentiated
Inactive

Task

Definition

Foraging

All extra-nest activities: Building - Manipulating a stone in
any way (moving, pushing, pulling) OR Foraging - Located
in feeding area or on water tube or wandering outside of the
nest and not engaged in building. Also if returning to the
colony from foraging areas and performing trophallaxis or
returning with drosophila.

Brood care

Manipulating brood (feeding, grooming, moving)

Grooming

Grooming itself OR Grooming another ant OR Be groomed
by another ant

Trophallaxis

Receive or give liquid food to/from another adult ant

Eating

Feeding on drosophila inside nest (brought back by foragers)

Wandering inside nest

Anytime an ant is mobile inside the nest wall and not
engaged in any ‘active’ task

Inactive

Immobile and not engaged in any ‘active’ task
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Figures

Figure 1: Mean worker time spent active and inactive pre-removal, 1 week after removal, and 2
weeks after removal of (a) active workers (20% most inactive in each colony) (b) inactive
workers (20% most inactive in each colony), and (c) randomly selected workers (20% random
workers from each colony). Boxplots show median (bar), quartiles (box), and extremes
(whiskers) for best illustration (all figures).
*Model: LMM, fixed: Inactivity/Activity ~ Trial, random: Colony – Contrast significance
determined using Tukey post hoc tests.
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Figure 2: a) Mean time spent active by the most active workers (top 20th percentile) preremoval, 1 week after removal, and 2 weeks after removal of active workers. (b) Mean time
spent inactive by the most inactive workers (top 20th percentile) pre-removal, 1 week after
removal, and 2 weeks after removal of inactive workers. c) (left)Mean time spent active by the
most active and (right) the most inactive workers (top 20th percentile) pre-removal, 1 week after
removal, and 2 weeks after removal of randomly selected workers.
*Model: LMM, fixed: Inactivity/Activity ~ Trial, random: Colony – Contrast significance
determined using Tukey post hoc tests.
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Task
d.f.
F
p-value
Foraging
80
1.68
0.199
Eating
80
0.91
0.342
Brood care
80
0.43
0.516
Trophallaxis
80
0.78
0.381
Grooming
80
1.72
0.193
Wandering inside
80
3.00
0.087
Inactive
80
2.41
0.125
Figure 3: Mean time spent on specific tasks by the most active workers (top 20th percentile) preremoval and by the most active workers (of those remaining) 2 weeks after removal of active
workers.
*Model: LMM, fixed: Time on task ~ Trial, random: Colony
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Figure 4: a) Time spent inactive pre-removal predicts time spent inactive post-removal when
‘inactive’ and randomly selected workers are removed (b and c), but not when ‘active’ workers
are removed (a). Time spent active pre-removal did not predict time spent active post-removal
for any treatment (a, b and c)
*Model: LMM, fixed: 2 weeks post activity/inactivity ~ pre activity/inactivity, random: Colony
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Figure 5: Prior to ‘active’ worker removal, the 20% most active workers were mainly from the
Nurse, Walker, and Forager task groups, but 2 weeks after removals the most active workers
were mainly from the inactive and Walker task groups (Fisher’s exact test, p<0.0001).
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Figure 6: Prior to ‘inactive’ worker removal, the 20% most inactive workers were solely from the
inactive task group, while 2 weeks after removals the most inactive workers were still mainly
from the inactive task group, but there were also Nurses and Walkers (Fisher’s exact test,
p<0.0001).
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Supplementary information

Table SI: List of colonies used in this study, removal treatments applied, and relevant
demographic data.
Colony

Removal
Treatment

Collection
date

Number of ants observed
Min

Max

Mean

SD

Jul14_11
Jul14_14
Jul14_16
Jul14_19
Jun14_7
Jul14_18
Jul14_20
Jul14_21
Jul15_1
Jul15_2
Jul15_3
Jul15_4
Jul15_5
Jun14_6

Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Inactive
Inactive
Inactive
Inactive
Inactive
Inactive
Inactive
Inactive
Inactive

Jul-14
Jul-14
Jul-14
Jul-14
Jun-14
Jul-14
Jul-14
Jul-14
Jul-15
Jul-15
Jul-15
Jul-15
Jul-15
Jun-14

85

105

97.0

10.58

33
76
45
53
52
51
23
65
25
43
31
81
71

34
81
47
57
55
52
31
66
25
44
33
88
97

33.7
78.3
46.0
54.7
53.3
51.7
27.0
65.3
25.0
43.3
31.7
85.0
88.0

0.58
2.52
1.00
2.08
1.53
0.58
4.00
0.58
0.00
0.58
1.15
3.61
14.73

Jul14_12
Jul14_13
Jul14_17
Jun14_1
Jun14_4
Jun14_5

Random
Random
Random
Random
Random
Random

Jul-14
Jul-14
Jul-14
Jun-14
Jun-14
Jun-14

92

94

92.7

1.15

71
112
15
48
137

76
116
16
52
138

74.3
114.3
15.7
50.3
137.7

2.89
2.08
0.58
2.08
0.58
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Figure S1: Hierarchical cluster analysis (Euclidian distance, Ward’s linkage method) of
workers according to time spent on tasks (left dendrogram) allows us to classify workers into
four behavioral clusters, or task groups: inactives, nurses, walkers, and foragers. The
dendrogram shows that workers are first separated into active and inactive workers (first
branch) and active workers are subsequently divided into walkers, then nurses and foragers.
Z-scores indicate whether individual workers (represented by thin colored lines in the central
graph) spend more time (positive z-score – red), less time (negative z-score - blue) or equal
time (zero z-score – white) than the mean amount of time spent on that tasks for all workers.
Clustering was done using the 33 colonies from (Charbonneau et al. In revision), of which 20
were used for this study. We used this inclusive clustering because a larger pool of colonies
allows for better clustering). (figure from (Charbonneau et al. In revision)).
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Figure S2: (top) Distribution of mean activity and inactivity levels across colonies (mean of
worker activity and inactivity levels for each colony as a data point) and (bottom) distribution
of mean activity and inactivity levels across workers (mean of observed activity and inactivity
levels for each worker as a data point; excludes workers only observed once).
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a) Active removed

b) Inactive removed

c) Random removed

Figure S3: Removal of ‘active’ workers and ‘inactive’ is expected to workers significantly
decreased mean worker activity and inactivity levels respectively (upper left and upper right),
while removal of random workers should not significantly affect mean worker activity or
inactivity (bottom left and right). Figures show comparisons of activity and inactivity levels of
whole colonies (i.e. mean activity levels of all workers in a colony) pre-removal to the
calculated mean colony activity level of colonies without the workers that would later be
removed (i.e. mean activity levels of all workers in a colony minus the removed workers).
Because of lost stored samples, not all removed workers were identified, therefore these
analyses only include a subset of all data.
*Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test: Colony activity/inactivity level with removed workers vs. colony
activity/inactivity level without removed workers
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Table SII: Mean activity levels of colonies and removed workers for each treatment.
Activity
Removal

Removed
Mean

Active
Inactive
Random

0.42
0.06
0.20

s.d.
0.16
0.08
0.00

Inactivity
Colony

Mean
0.18
0.16
0.17

Removed

s.d.
0.07
0.09
0.05

Mean
0.28
0.75
0.57

s.d.
0.17
0.28
0.10

Colony
Mean
0.55
0.64
0.63

s.d.
0.03
0.18
0.17
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Abstract

Social insect colonies are commonly thought of as highly organized and efficient
complex systems, yet high levels of worker inactivity are common. Although inactive workers
have been documented across many species, very little is known about the potential function or
costs associated with this behavior. Here we ask what distinguishes these ‘lazy’ individuals, and
use behavioral and morphological data to test the following hypotheses: that inactivity results
from worker immaturity, or senescence, that inactive workers perform a cryptic task such as
acting as communication hubs or food stores, and that inactive workers represent the ‘slowpaced’ end of inter-worker variation in ‘pace-of-life’. We show that inactive workers walk more
slowly, have small spatial fidelity zones near the nest center, are more corpulent, are isolated in
colony interaction networks, have the smallest behavioral repertoires, and more frequently have
oocytes than other workers. These results are consistent with the hypotheses that inactive
workers are immature, selfishly reproducing, and/or storing food for the colony. These
hypotheses are not mutually exclusive, and likely form a ‘syndrome’ of behaviors common to
inactive social insect workers. Their simultaneous contribution to inactivity may explain the
difficulty in finding a simple answer to this deceptively simple question.

Introduction

Most animals spend the better part of their days doing what appears to be nothing in
particular. Non-sleep resting time consistently takes up more than 50% of animal time budgets,
even for animals with vastly different life histories and ecologies (e.g., birds: hummingbirds
57%-86%, blackbirds 60%, mammals: fishers (Martes) 68%, short-tailed shrews 68%, walruses
67%, lions 75%, howler monkeys 70%(Herbers 1981)). Although high levels of inactivity are
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prevalent, there can still be enormous variation among species (e.g., anolis lizards 4%-28%,
seaside sparrows 4%, chimpanzees 23% (Herbers 1981)) and within species (wild woolly
monkeys 0-65% (Defler 1995), e.g., Indian wasps 0%-70% (Gadagkar and Joshi 1984), ,and
great gerbils 6.6%-16.6% (Tchabovsky et al. 2001)). However, we know very little about the
evolutionary reasons either for inactivity or for this variation within and across species.

High levels of inactivity are also common in social insect colonies. This is perhaps
surprising because social insects are one of the most ecologically successful animal groups. They
dominate most terrestrial habitats and constitute up to 80% of all insect biomass (Holden 1989;
Wilson 1991; Samways 1993). Data from the literature show that in most colonies of social
insects, upwards of 50% of workers appear to be inactive at any one time. This is true across
most species of social insects, including honey bees (Lindauer 1952; Moore et al. 1998; Moore
2001), bumble bees (Jandt et al. 2012), wasps (Gadagkar and Joshi 1984), termites (Maistrello
and Sbrenna 1999), and ants (Herbers 1983; Herbers and Cunningham 1983; Cole 1986; Retana
and Cerdá 1990; Dornhaus 2008; Charbonneau et al. 2014). However, beyond reporting the
prevalence of inactivity, we know very little about this behavior. There is little detailed
individual-level data on inactivity(Cole 1986) (although see (Herbers and Cunningham 1983;
Fresneau 1984; Corbara et al. 1989; Retana and Cerdá 1990; Retana and Cerdá 1991;
Charbonneau and Dornhaus 2015a)), and few studies have attempted to explicitly test potential
functions or costs associated with inactivity (reviewed in (Charbonneau and Dornhaus 2015b),
and below).
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What do we know about inactivity?
Most reports of high levels of inactivity in social insects come from observations of
workers in the lab (e.g. (Gadagkar and Joshi 1984; Cole 1985; Moore 2001; Charbonneau and
Dornhaus 2015a)). Thus, the simplest explanation for high levels of inactivity is that inactivity is
the result of colonies being insufficiently challenged in simplified lab environments. However,
we have previously shown that colony-level inactivity, and time allocated to any specific task,
did not vary between lab and field observations in the ant Temnothorax rugatulus, suggesting
that at least in this species, inactivity is not simply a lab artifact (Charbonneau et al. 2014).

Not only are large portions of inactive workers common, but the subset of the colony that
is inactive tends to be composed of the same individuals (Fresneau 1984; Corbara et al. 1989;
Retana and Cerdá 1990; Charbonneau and Dornhaus 2015a). That is, workers have consistently
different activity levels over medium term periods (~3 weeks). Some workers are consistently
highly active, others are highly inactive, and many fall somewhere in between. Thus, there
appears to be a subset of colony populations that effectively ‘specializes’ on inactivity. Studies
that have tried to identify broad patterns of colony organization across species tend to group
workers into extra-nidal workers (e.g. performing foraging, building, scouting), and intra-nidal
workers (brood care, grooming, trophallaxis, etc. (Lenoir and Mardon 1978; Pamminger et al.
2014)), or into subsets of these groups (e.g., extra-nidal, nurse, and social/generalist (Mirenda
and Vinson 1981; Herbers 1983; Mersch et al. 2013)). However, these studies consistently omit
inactive workers who form a group that is distinct from these task groups (Charbonneau and
Dornhaus 2015a).
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Understanding the role of inactivity, and specifically the role of workers that effectively
‘specialize’ on inactivity, is essential to understanding colony organization and workload
allocation. If more than half of all workers in most social insect colonies are consistently
inactive, then this raises the obvious question of why the colony would produce more workers
than appear to be necessary, only to have them be stand idly by as their nest mates do all of the
work. Do inactive workers serve a specific unknown function, or is inactivity the result of
constraints on age or physiology?

Previously tested hypotheses for the function of inactive workers
The most commonly invoked explanation for inactivity is the ‘reserve worker’
hypothesis, which in its simplest form suggests that inactive workers constitute a reserve labor
force that becomes active when needed. However, there is little direct evidence to support this
hypothesis. Inactive workers are common even in emergency/high workload conditions
(Dornhaus et al. 2008), and attempts to induce inactive workers to undertake tasks by either
removing active workers or increasing colony workload have shown that already active workers,
rather than inactive ones, tend to increase their activity in response (Mirenda and Vinson 1981;
Fewell and Winston 1992; Johnson 2002; Jandt et al. 2012).

There is support for the hypothesis that inactivity results from a worker-colony conflict in
which inactive workers may be selfishly resting and avoiding work, particularly risky tasks such
as foraging, to conserve energy which is then shunted into producing their own worker-laid male
eggs (Charbonneau et al. In revision; Beekman et al. 2000; Jandt and Dornhaus 2011) (although
some studies show no relationship between worker reproduction and inactivity (Cole 1981; Cole
1986; Ishii and Hasegawa 2013)). Worker reproduction may also be linked to spatial fidelity
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patterns within the nest (Jandt and Dornhaus 2011), which can be driven by workers seeking to
decrease their exposure to the queen’s reproductive suppression pheromones (Keller and Nonacs
1993; Brunner et al. 2011), policing from nestmates (Stroeymeyt et al. 2007), or worker age
(Fresneau 1984). These studies show a relationship between activity level and ovary
development, however they do not directly observe inactive workers laying eggs, test the
viability of worker-laid eggs, instead using measures of reproductive potential (e.g., ovary or
oocyte development). Hence, the possibility that these workers were laying trophic eggs
(unfertilized eggs that serve as food) cannot be excluded. In this case, egg-laying workers would
not be acting selfishly, but rather be serving a role as ‘repletes’ or food stores for the colony
(Hölldobler and Wilson 1990; Perry and Roitberg 2006). Furthermore, worker reproduction in
Temnothorax rugatulus did not completely explain differences in worker inactivity levels
suggesting that other factors may be important in explaining the function of inactive workers
(Charbonneau et al. In revision).

Hypotheses for the function of inactive workers tested here
Thus, the function of inactivity in social insect colonies remains an open question and
many alternative hypotheses remain to be tested. Here, we simultaneously test predictions of five
of these hypotheses (Table VIII). Specifically, we evaluate the previously proposed hypotheses
that inactive workers are either immature (a. Immaturity hypothesis) or senescent individuals b.
Senescence hypothesis (both proposed in (Fresneau 1984; Corbara et al. 1989)), and that
inactive workers are in fact performing a task or function that simply appears as inactivity, such
as acting as communication hubs (c. Communication hypothesis), or food stores (d. Repletism
hypothesis) (communication hubs (O’Donnell and Bulova 2007), food stores (Blanchard et al.
2000; Robinson et al. 2009)). We also consider the novel hypothesis that inactivity is the result
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of within-nest variation in worker life-history. Individual workers may differ in their ‘pace-oflife’ (Pearl 1928; Réale et al. 2010); we propose that inactive workers might represent the slow
end of the spectrum (e. Pace-of-life hypothesis).

a. Immaturity hypothesis and b. Senescence hypothesis
Age has previously been linked to worker activity levels in two ways (using reproductive
development as a proxy for age (Fresneau 1984; Corbara et al. 1989)). Young workers may be
less active due to a still developing physiology (physiological and neural development),
inexperience (social role development and experience-related improvements in task
performance), or being more vulnerable (e.g., not fully sclerotized cuticles) (Farris et al. 2001;
Seid et al. 2005; Giraldo and Traniello 2014).

On the other hand, older, senescing workers may be less active. Senescence is defined as
a decline in physiological functioning with age accompanied by a decrease in reproductive
performance and an increase in mortality rate (Rose 1991). Older workers may be less active due
to degraded physiology (Porter and Jorgensen 1981; Cartar 1992; Schofield et al. 2010),
decreased locomotion (Ridgel and Ritzmann 2005), or perhaps even decreased immune function
(Doums et al. 2002; Schmid-Hempel 2005; Amdam et al. 2005; Armitage and Boomsma 2010).
Locomotor function (e.g., movement speed) also tends to decrease with age in many animals,
including insects (e.g. mice (Forster et al. 1996), shrews (Punzo and Chavez 2003), fruit flies,
cockroaches, and locusts (Ridgel and Ritzmann 2005)). However, in some cases, honey bees
show no decline (Rueppell et al. 2007) or even an increase (Schippers et al. 2006) in
performance with age, and have been shown to increase cognitive and learning abilities as they
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age (Farris et al. 2001). Thus, overall, it is far from obvious whether immaturity or senescence or
both contribute to inactivity in ant workers.

Worker age can be approximated by using different measures, which can be helpful in
long-lived ant species (such as Temnothorax rugatulus), where actually monitoring workers over
their whole lifetime is difficult (workers may live >2 years). In many ant species, young workers
tend to have more developed ovaries (e.g., ovariole length, oocyte presence and size, etc.)
because they have yet to be fully suppressed by the queen and/or have not yet atrophied with age
(Otto 1958; Weir 1958a; Weir 1958b; Ceusters et al. 1981; Billen 1982; Fresneau 1984).
Furthermore, both the age/temporal polyethism (Seeley 1982; Gordon 1996) and the foragingfor-work (Franks and Tofts 1994) task allocation models predict that younger workers should
tend to hold spatial positions closer to the nest center and brood pile, nearer to where they first
emerge as adults, and engage preferentially in safer, more centrally located tasks (e.g., brood
care). As workers age, they frequently progress to less central and potentially more risky
locations/tasks (e.g., nest maintenance, and foraging). Such relationships between worker age,
ovarian development and task allocation (Kuehbandner et al. 2014), and task allocation and
spatial organization have been shown in other species in the genus Temnothorax (SendovaFranks and Franks 1995). In some cases, as worker progress from more central to less central
positions and tasks, they gain new tasks rather than switch specializations, effectively increasing
their task repertoires with age (Seid and Traniello 2006). Thus, if inactivity is the result of age
(either immaturity or senescence), then ovary development, spatial position and behavioral
repertoires are predicted to correlate with worker inactivity in specific ways (Table VIII).
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c. Communication hypothesis
Another possibility is that inactive workers are performing a function for the colony that
is not easily visually distinguished. For example, inactive workers may be facilitating
communication by acting as an information relay (Bonabeau et al. 2000; O’Donnell and Bulova
2007). As such, they could be contributing to colony function by facilitating task allocation and
increasing efficiency, even though this function is not readily apparent when observing behavior.
There is evidence that a subset of workers may specialize on sampling global information by
patrolling the nest (Johnson 2008) and that these highly interactive individuals may expedite
information spread, for example about a food source, throughout the colony (Pinter-Wollman et
al. 2011). If inactive workers are acting as information relays, we should expect them to hold
highly central positions in colony interaction networks.

d. Repletism hypothesis
Inactive workers may also be acting as food stores (Blanchard et al. 2000), a behavior
that allows colonies to mitigate the effects of stochastic or predictable (e.g., seasonal) variation
in food availability by having energetic reserves on hand (Stumper 1961; Tschinkel 1987; Yang
2006). Social insects have the ability to store fat in specialized organs called the fat bodies
(Tschinkel 1987) and liquid food (typically carbohydrates) in their ‘social stomach’, the workers’
crops (Børgesen 2000). This results in increased corpulence (i.e., larger, more distended gasters).
However, corpulence can also result from reproductive development/presence of oocytes in the
ovaries (Heinze 1996), and the presence of parasites and/or disease (Carney 1969). Workers
specialized on food storage, known as ‘repletes’, have been found in most ant genera (e.g.,
Carebara, Prenolepis, and Proformica (Hölldobler and Wilson 1990), Leptothorax, Myrmica,
and Lasius (Børgesen 2000)). Honey pot ants (Myrmecocystus sp.), an extreme example of
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repletism, have highly specialized workers whose sole purpose (and activity) is to store food for
the colony (Hölldobler and Wilson 1990). Repletes have been shown to typically be larger than
their nestmates (Hasegawa 1993; Hölldobler and Wilson 1990; Tsuji 1990) (but see (Børgesen
2000)), develop and remain inside the nest (Børgesen 2000), typically have reduced mobility
(Sempo et al. 2006), and do not engage in other colony tasks (e.g., foraging (Kondoh 1968;
Porter and Jorgensen 1981) and defensive tasks (Lachaud et al. 1992)). In the ant Temnothorax
albipennis, workers have been shown to vary in corpulence (typically measured as gaster
distension or dry weight, sometimes relative to body size) with season and with age (Blanchard
et al. 2000; Robinson et al. 2009). Leaner workers have also been shown to respond more
quickly to increases in foraging demand (Toth et al. 2005; Toth and Robinson 2005; Robinson et
al. 2009) as well as be generally be more active (Blanchard et al. 2000). Thus, if inactive workers
act as repletes, they should be more corpulent than their nestmates; they may also be generally
larger, have reduced behavioral repertoires and spatial fidelity zones, and lower mobility.

e. Pace-of-life hypothesis
Thus far, we have discussed the most commonly cited hypotheses for the presence of
highly inactive workers in social insect colonies and their predictions (Table VIII). These are:
that inactive workers may be a ‘reserve’ labor force (not tested here, but see (Charbonneau et al.
Submitted)), that inactivity arises from a colony-worker reproductive conflict (not tested here,
but see (Charbonneau et al. In revision)), that inactivity arises either from worker immaturity or
senescence (hypotheses a and b), or that inactive workers are performing a colony function that
only appears to be inactivity (i.e., communication hubs – hypothesis c, or repletes – hypothesis
d). Here, we propose an additional, novel hypothesis for varying inactivity levels within
colonies, namely that inactivity may result from life-history variation between workers.
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In the personality and behavioral syndrome literature, inter-individual variation within a
species has been suggested to be linked to metabolic scaling and/or life-history strategies such
that individuals within a population may vary along a fast to slow paced continuum (pace-of-life
syndrome hypothesis (Stamps 2007; Wolf et al. 2007; Réale et al. 2010); see also ‘tempo’
literature in social insects (Oster and Wilson 1978; Mason et al. 2015; Franks et al. 1999;
Burkhardt 1998; Cole 1992)). This framework, sometimes called the pace-of-life syndrome
hypothesis (Pearl 1928), supposes a ‘syndrome’ of linked morphological, physiological, and
behavioral traits. It predicts that larger body size, slower mass-specific metabolic rates and
decreased activity should be associated with slow paced strategies (Ricklefs and Wikelski 2002;
Réale et al. 2010). These correlations make intuitive sense. For example, rapid growth and high
fecundity (best suited to conditions of high external mortality) should require more food to be
consumed per time unit than slow growth or low fecundity (advantageous in conditions of low
external mortality) and therefore generally require more active lifestyles. Additionally, a strategy
that involves consuming as much food as possible to grow as quickly and reach maturity as soon
as possible does not allow for reaching very large body sizes. Empirical evidence of relationships
between behavior and life-history traits within species has been found in mammals (Montiglio et
al. 2014; Careau et al. 2015), birds (Patrick and Weimerskirch 2015), fish (Fürtbauer et al. 2015;
Rosenfeld et al. 2015), amphibians (Urszán et al. 2015), and arthropods (crabs and aphids)
(Schuett et al. 2015; Bridger et al. 2015). Thus, variation in worker inactivity may be explained
by intra-colony variation in worker pace and inactive workers may represent the slow paced end
of the spectrum. If so, we should expect inactive workers to be larger in size than their nestmates
and have slower walking speeds (as a proxy for metabolic rate (Nespolo and Franco 2007)).
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The main interest of this hypothesis lies in the fact that the relationships among
behavioral, physiological, and life-history traits are typically thought to be driven by risk of
mortality and selective pressure to produce offspring more or less quickly. Workers typically
have limited reproductive potential due to queen suppression, policing, and unfertilized workers
only being able to produce haploid males (though see above). Thus, if nestmates vary in their
‘pace-of-life’, this would suggest that life-history traits are not an essential element for this
framework to hold and variation may be driven by other factors, such as metabolic scaling (i.e.
constraints resulting from metabolic scaling may force these traits to be linked), or that what may
equal ‘fitness’ in social insect workers may not be lifetime reproduction but lifetime work
output.

Here we use an extensive dataset including spatial tracking data, morphological
measurements (including ovary dissection data), and behavioral data for workers in the ant
Temnothorax rugatulus to dissect the traits of ‘lazy’ ants. We use these data not only to identify
which of the above hypotheses are likely explanations for ant worker inactivity, but also to
quantify their potential relative contributions to this phenomenon and to determine which of
these traits form a ‘syndrome’ with inactivity. This is only possible using a dataset where
multiple traits are measured simultaneously on the same individuals. Specifically, we sought to
determine whether highly inactive workers are younger (a. Immature hypothesis) or older (b.
Senescence hypothesis) workers by using data for reproductive potential as proxies for age. We
also test whether inactive workers have smaller behavioral repertoires, higher corpulence, and
slower walking speeds as predicted for younger workers (and the opposite predictions for older
workers). If inactives are acting as communication hubs (c. Communication hypothesis) they
should hold central positions in colony interaction networks, while if inactives act as repletes (d.
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Repletism hypothesis), we expect them to be more corpulent, slower, have smaller body sizes
and behavioral repertoires, and minimal spatial fidelity zones. Lastly, if inactive workers
represent the ‘slow’ end of within-colony variation in ‘pace-of-life’ (e. Pace-of-life hypothesis),
they should have larger body sizes and slower walking speeds (proxy for metabolic rate)
(detailed hypotheses and their predictions are summarized in Table VIII).

Methods

We collected 33 colonies of Temnothorax rugatulus ants during summers between 2012
and 2015 from the Santa Catalina Mountains near Tucson, Arizona, USA (mean colony size =
57.99 workers; see Table S I for detailed demographic data for each colony, as well collection
dates and data types available). Colonies were typically allowed to emigrate to artificial nests in
the lab within 1-3 days of collection. Artificial lab nests were composed of two glass slides (76.2
x 50.8mm) separated by a 2mm thick piece of cardboard (Charbonneau and Dornhaus 2015a).
The cardboard had pre-formed cavities where the ants could nest (either a small central cavity
with a small entrance, or a back wall made of cardboard around which the ants could build a
stone wall from small ceramic pellets). Such nests have been used in previous studies to emulate
the small rock crevices they inhabit in the field (Charbonneau et al. 2014). The nests were kept in
small plastic containers that had their walls painted with fluon (BioQuip ‘Insect-a-slip’) to
prevent the colony from escaping. Colonies were given water and food ad libitum. Water-filled
plastic test tubes, stoppered with cotton balls, were provided semiweekly, and 2 mL Eppendorf
tubes of honey water and 10 frozen adult Drosophila flies were provided weekly. They were kept
on a regular 12h light cycle (8am-8pm), and at consistent temperatures (approx. 21-24°C) and
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humidity (approx. 20-25% relative humidity). Workers in colonies were typically marked (see
below) within one week of collection, and filmed within two weeks after marking.

Behavioral data
For each colony, we marked each worker with a unique combination of four paint spots
(one on the head, one on the thorax, and two on the abdomen), so that they could be individually
identified and tracked. Videos (five minutes long) of normal colony activity were taken once
each afternoon (between 12pm and 5pm) with an HD camera equipped with a macro lens.
Videos were analyzed by tracking the task each worker performed for each second of the video
(see Table IX for a complete list of tasks and definitions). Tasks were broadly classified as either
‘active’ (e.g., brood care, see Table IX), ‘undifferentiated’ (walking inside the nest with no clear
task), or ‘inactive’ (completely immobile), comparable to the broad classification in (1986) and
as used by (Charbonneau et al. 2014; Charbonneau and Dornhaus 2015a). If less than 10 seconds
separated two events of brood care, feeding, or foraging, or 20 seconds for building, the task was
considered to be uninterrupted. Behavioral repertoire size (akin to ‘task repertoire’, but includes
wandering inside and inactivity as possible behaviors) was defined as the sum of behavioral
states that each worker spent any time on. A total of 105 five-minute videos were analyzed by
twenty different observers in total; data from each video were spot checked by a single person to
ensure uniformity of behavioral observations.

Spatial data
We used semi-automated tracking software that tracked the spatial positions of individual
workers in the same videos we used for behavioral analysis to measure worker spatial fidelity,
movement speeds, and proximity interaction networks (Poff et al. 2012; Nguyen et al. 2014). The
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software provides x, y coordinates for each worker at each frame of the video (at 24 fps) as well
as the orientation of the worker. To reduce data redundancy and noise, we used the median x, y
coordinates of the 24 frames within each second. Distances and speeds were scaled using the
dimensions of known objects in the video (e.g., the width of the glass slides used to build nests).

Temnothorax workers tend to have spatially limited movement zones that are thought to
be linked to worker age and task (Sendova-Franks and Franks 1995). We established spatial
fidelity zones by building a convex hull around all observed worker positions within each video
and measuring the area of the convex hull and the distance of the hull’s centroid to the colony
center defined as the centroid of all brood in the nest. By limiting spatial fidelity zones to times
where workers were inactive, we obtain a measure that is potentially independent of the
particular activities chosen by the worker. We also measured the mean distance of workers from
the colony center (centroid of brood locations, as in (Sendova-Franks and Franks 1995)) while
workers were inactive, as well as while workers were wandering inside.

Movement speed, a measure of locomotor function (and a proxy for metabolic rate
(Nespolo and Franco 2007) for the Pace-of-life hypothesis (e.)), was calculated as the mean
speed of workers during bouts of wandering inside the nest (defined as any time an ant is mobile
inside the nest walls and not engaged in any ‘active’ task; Table IX). Because of occasional
tracking tool errors (96% accuracy (Poff et al. 2012)), we removed all movement speeds greater
than 3.356mm/s (corresponding to twice the median worker head to petiole length, which was
1.678mm) which were deemed unlikely (pre- and post-removal of extreme values: walking speed
mean=0.407mm/s vs 0.378mm/s, median=0.192mm/s vs 0.190mm/s, sd=0.655 vs 0.490,
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respectively). We also excluded all workers that were seen walking for less than 10 seconds
(number of seconds observed per worker mean=122.0s, median=99.5s).

Proximity is a commonly used proxy for interactions in studies of social insect interaction
networks (Otterstatter and Thomson 2007; Moreau et al. 2011; Jeanson 2012; Mersch et al.
2013), as is using body length to infer interactions between workers (Otterstatter and Thomson
2007; Moreau et al. 2011; Jeanson 2012). We determined interaction networks based on
proximity (i.e., ants within one median ant head to petiole length – 1.678mm – of each other
were considered to be interacting).

Morphological data
Worker body sizes and abdomen widths were obtained by measuring the length of the
dorsal line from the mouthparts to the petiole (length of the sclerotized body parts) from
screenshots of the videos. These measurements were validated by comparing them with head
width measures obtained under a dissecting scope (LM: d.f.=103, F=87.444, estimate
(slope)=2.3074, p<0.0001, R2=0.459; Figure S 1). Gaster widths were obtained by measuring
worker gasters at their widest point on a screenshot of the videos. Body size and abdomen widths
were measured once on a single frame for each of the videos (3-4 per colony; see Figure S 1) and
averaging values for the same individual across videos. Corpulence was defined as the ratio of
head to petiole length to gaster width to account for body size variation between workers (as in
(Robinson et al. 2012) who also show a strong positive correlation between gaster dry mass and
gaster width in Temnothorax albipennis; R2=0.77).
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Worker task groups
Previous work has shown that workers of Temnothorax rugatulus ants can be grouped
into four distinct task groups, or behavioral castes: inactives, foragers, nurses, and walkers
(Charbonneau and Dornhaus 2015a). These groups specialize on the tasks inactivity, foraging
and building, brood care, and wandering inside respectively (Table IX). Here, in addition to
using the continuous measure of ‘amount of time spent inactive’, we use these tasks groups to
identify the most inactive workers, and compare them to their nestmates in the other three task
groups.

Worker task groups were established using principal component and hierarchical cluster
analyses (prcomp and hclust, base ‘stats’ package in R Version 3.1.2). The PCA was used to
determine the number of task groups (4), based on total contribution of each task to the principal
components (tasks with absolute sum > 1; number of components determined via parallel
analysis (Franklin et al. 1995); Figure S 2) and the hierarchical cluster analysis to separate
workers along similarities in time spent on tasks (Figure S 3; see Figure S 4 for the distribution
of worker inactivity in each task group and Figure S 5 for the proportion of workers in each task
group for each colony). Workers were clustered into (1) inactives, (2) foragers, (3) nurses, and
(4) walkers. Workers that did not appear in at least 2 videos were excluded from the analysis to
ensure sufficient data for representative individual time budgets. In order to account for intercolony variation in inactivity levels, the data for each colony were centered (task mean
subtracted from task values) and scaled (task values divided by task standard deviation)
separately before being pooled and clustered. To avoid the effects of sporadic (low repeatability)
tasks, we performed the clustering analysis only on highly consistent (high repeatability) tasks:
inactivity, wandering inside, foraging, and brood care. Principal Component Analyses and
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Clustering Analyses have been used to describe colony organization in prior studies (Lenoir and
Mardon 1978; Retana and Cerdá 1991), including in Temnothorax rugatulus (Charbonneau and
Dornhaus 2015a).
Results

A total of 1477 individual workers were classified into 4 distinct task groups: inactives (579
workers – 39.2%), nurses (187 workers – 12.7%), walkers (553 workers – 37.4%), and foragers
(158 workers – 10.7%; Figure S 3). Colonies had an average of 19.21 inactive workers (median
= 20, sd=9,77) which corresponded to a mean proportion of workers classified as inactive across
colonies of 0.32 (median = 0.31, sd=0.11).

Walking speed

Workers varied in their relative (body-size-corrected) movement speed when wandering
inside the nest (Figure S 6). Walking speed was calculated relative to body size because we were
interested in walking speed as an indicator of individual ‘effort’ and as proxy for metabolic rate
for the Pace-of-Life hypothesis (e.). Time spent inactive was negatively correlated to mean
relative walking speed across all workers (Figure 18 - left). We found no relationship between
worker body size and actual movement speed (not relative to body size) while wandering inside
the nest (d.f. 138, F=1.767, p=0.186).

Relative walking speed also significantly differed across the worker groups as defined by
the cluster analysis. Inactive workers were the slowest task group (mean speed 0.205 mm/s/mm),
followed by nurses, (0.218 mm/s/mm), walkers (0.251 mm/s/mm) and foragers (0.334
mm/s/mm). Note that all speeds are measured during ‘wandering’ (mobile, but not engaged in
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any other apparent task - Table IX), thus not directly dependent on what tasks are more often
performed by workers in each of these groups. Post hoc analyses (Tukey) showed that inactives
and nurses were significantly slower than foragers, while walkers were not significantly different
from either inactives or foragers (Figure 18 - right).

Spatial position
The size of worker spatial fidelity zones (convex hull of all spatial positions observed)
were negatively correlated with worker inactivity. Overall distance from nest center (convex hull
centroids) and mean distance from nest center when inactive were also negatively correlated to
time spent inactive, but there was no relationship between inactivity and mean distance from nest
center when wandering (Figure 19a).

Inactives, as defined by the cluster analysis, had the smallest spatial fidelity zones
(convex hull built using all observed movement), followed by nurses, walkers and foragers
(Figure 19b - upper left figure). Worker distance from the nest center (measured as either the
centroid of its convex hull, mean distance from the nest center while wandering inside, or mean
distance from center while inactive) show nurses as the most central, followed by inactives and
walkers in intermediate positions, and foragers as the least central (Figure 19b - upper right and
both bottom figures).

Body size
Workers varied in their body sizes (measured as head-to-petiole length) by nearly a factor
of 2, ranging from 1.21 mm to 2.27 mm for head-to-petiole length, though most worker body
sizes fell within a smaller range (1st quartile 1.58 mm, 3rd quartile 1.77 mm - Figure S 7). No
relationship was found between body size and inactivity (p=0.394; Figure 20 - Left). Foragers
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were significantly smaller than nurses and walkers who were the largest workers; however,
inactives were not significantly different from either group (Figure 20 - Right).

Corpulence
Inactivity increased with worker corpulence (gaster width at the widest point/head-topetiole length), independently of the presence of oocytes in worker ovarioles, though workers
with oocytes in their ovarioles were more inactive than their nestmates without oocytes (Figure
21a). Corpulence was also found to be negatively correlated with walking speed across all
workers (Figure 21b).

Furthermore, inactives and nurses were significantly more corpulent than walkers, and foragers
were significantly less corpulent than any other task group (Figure 21c).

Interaction networks
Inactivity was negatively correlated with multiple measures of interaction network
centrality (Figure 22a). Inactives were not the best-connected worker group within colony
interaction networks, as measured by degree centrality, eigenvalue centrality, betweenness
centrality, or closeness centrality. Foragers were consistently the least connected, while walkers
were consistently among the most central workers (Figure 22b).

Behavioral repertoire
There was a negative relationship between inactivity and behavioral repertoire size (total
count of tasks workers engaged in at least once, including inactivity and wandering inside Figure 23 - left). Inactive workers had the smallest behavioral repertoire, followed by walkers,
nurses, and foragers (Figure 23 - right).
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Reproductive potential
Inactivity was not correlated with mean ovariole length (p=0.290; Figure 24a) and there
were no significant differences in worker ovariole lengths between any of the task groups
(p=0.138; Figure 24b). However, analyses within each task group comparing ovariole lengths of
workers with oocytes to those of workers without oocytes show that both inactives and nurses
have workers with oocytes that have significantly longer ovarioles (Figure 24c).

Because differences within task groups in other measures of reproductive potential such
as oocyte presence may indicate important within group differences, such as stratified age classes
or subsets of selfishly reproducing workers, we tested for significant differences between groups
with and without oocytes independently.

Workers with oocytes were found in each task group, but were in significantly greater
number than expected in inactives, and a significantly lower numbers than expected in foragers
(Chi square test: 2 = 28.776, p<0.001, post hoc analysis of absolute adjusted residuals > 2
(Agresti 2007); Figure 24d).

Discussion

Analyzing the activity profiles and other traits of over 1400 Temnothorax rugatulus ant
workers, we find that inactive workers walk more slowly, have smaller spatial fidelity zones
located nearer the nest center, are more corpulent, are less well connected in the colony’s
interaction network, have the smallest behavioral repertoires, and are more likely to have oocytes
(see also (Charbonneau et al. In revision)) than more active workers. Inactivity does not relate to
worker body size nor ovariole length. These results are largely consistent with the hypotheses
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that (a.) inactive ants are immature, (c.) that they function as repletes, and (e.) that workers in a
colony vary in their ‘pace-of-life’. Our results are but inconsistent with predictions from the
hypotheses that (b.) inactive workers are senescing or that (d.) they function as communication
hubs (Table 1).

Age and inactivity (a. Immaturity hypothesis and b. Senescence hypothesis)
Our results provide some indication that inactive workers may be young and immature.
As expected under this hypothesis, they are more corpulent, have smaller behavioral repertoires,
and hold positions near the nest center (second only to nurses on the brood pile). However, their
ovarioles were not significantly longer than those of their nestmates, which would be expected if
they are young (Ceusters et al. 1981; Billen 1982; Fresneau 1984), and their walking speed was
the lowest among the task groups, though increased locomotion might be expected in younger
workers (Ridgel and Ritzmann 2005). Low walking speeds could have indicated that inactive
workers were senescent rather than immature; however, their small behavioral repertoire and
high corpulence contradict expectations for the (b.) Senescence hypothesis.

It is possible that inactive workers, as a group, are composed of both immature and
senescent workers. Although there were no significant differences in ovariole length among task
groups, comparisons within each task group of workers with visible oocytes, and workers
without oocytes (also linked to worker age (Ceusters et al. 1981; Fresneau 1984)), showed
greater ovariole length for workers with oocytes in inactives and nurses. The distribution of
inactive worker ovariole lengths is not obviously bimodal, but does show a dip near the center of
the distribution which may be the result two closely overlapping distributions (Figure S 9). Thus,
inactives (and nurses) may be composed of two distinct age distributions: younger workers who
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have longer ovarioles and are more likely to have oocytes, and older with significantly shorter
ovarioles and no visible oocytes. An inactive worker group composed of juvenile and senescent
workers has been previously suggested in a study showing identical trends in ovary development
in the ant Neoponera obscuricornis (inactive workers composed of two subgroups: some with
long ovarioles and oocytes vs. some with short ovarioles and no oocytes (Fresneau 1984)).

Older workers may potentially be driving the relationship between inactivity and slow
walking speed (if senescent workers walk much more slowly than younger workers), but another
likely scenario is that the increased corpulence of young reproductive/replete workers may cause
reduced mobility (Sempo et al. 2006). Nonetheless, the majority of the inactive task group
appears to be younger workers (8 without oocytes vs. 31 with oocytes). Thus, they are likely
driving the main effects observed for the inactive task group.

Inactive workers as repletes (c. Repletism hypothesis)
Our data show that inactive workers are (with nurses) among the most corpulent workers
and that inactivity positively correlates with corpulence, independently of the presence of
oocytes in worker ovarioles, which may also increase corpulence. In addition, inactive workers
had limited mobility (low walking speed and small spatial fidelity zones). Inactive workers also
had limited behavioral repertoires, as expected for repletes. This may result from reduced
mobility which may make engaging in strenuous tasks more difficult and energetically costly,
and from avoidance of riskier external tasks such as foraging, because the loss of repletes would
be costly to the colony (constituting the loss of not just a worker but also the food reserves she
carries). The only prediction that was not met was large body size, where we found no significant
relationship between inactivity and body size. Although repletes have been shown to be larger
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than their nestmates in some ant species (Hasegawa 1993; Hölldobler and Wilson 1990; Tsuji
1990) this is not consistent across all species(Børgesen 2000), and so may not be a universal trait
for repletes. Thus, overall our data are highly consistent with the predictions of the ‘inactive
workers as repletes’ hypothesis.

Inactive workers as communication hubs (d. Communication hypothesis)
One of the proposed roles for inactive workers was that they might play a role in colonywide communication by gathering local information and sharing it globally throughout the nest,
essentially acting as a colony-level nervous system (proposed in (Bonabeau et al. 2000;
O’Donnell and Bulova 2007) and reviewed in (Charbonneau and Dornhaus 2015b)). Inactive,
and thus primarily immobile, workers may be ideally suited to this role, as in some search game
scenarios (classic two-person zero-sum game from game theory), the optimal strategy to be
found by a searching partner is to be remain immobile (Alpern 1976; Alpern 1995). However,
inactive workers are among the least central task groups in colony interaction networks and thus
communication is a highly unlikely role for inactives.
The (e.) ‘Pace-of-life’ hypothesis
Inactivity was negatively correlated with walking speed, and inactives were the slowest
task group, suggesting that they may have low metabolic rates. However, there was no
relationship between worker body size and activity level. We also show that inactive workers are
among the least social (less central in interaction networks), while slow-paced individuals are
generally thought to be highly social (Réale et al. 2010; Cote et al. 2010). However, this
relationship has mainly been shown non-eusocial animals, such as marmots (Blumstein et al.
2009) and lizards (Cote and Clobert 2007) and it is unclear whether and how high sociability
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may play out in social insects. Thus, other than slow walking speed and low activity, there is
little evidence that inactive workers are indeed slow-paced.

However, there is empirical evidence for a wide range of traits associated with the paceof-life syndrome, and not all traits are necessarily found to be correlated in all species. Indeed,
slow-paced individuals have been shown to be longer lived, have slower growth rates, low
aggressiveness, low metabolism and high immune response (Réale et al. 2010; Cote et al. 2010).
These traits can all be measured in social insects with relative ease. Thus, additional work may
yet show intra-worker variation in pace-of-life.
Who are the ‘walkers’?
Although our main goal was to describe inactive workers, our results provide additional
insight into another task group whose function is still unclear: the ‘walkers’. Walkers are the
second most inactive workers in the colony (after inactives), are not otherwise specialized on any
specific task (based on the hierarchical clustering analysis), have spatial fidelity zones that are
comparable to foragers (large) and hold intermediate spatial positions on the outer periphery of
the nest. They also have intermediate walking speeds.
Although ‘inactive’ workers have very low centrality in the interaction network, the
opposite was true of ‘walkers’. Thus, walkers may form a group of communication specialists
that expedite information spread, for example about a food source, throughout the colony,
essentially acting as a colony-level nervous system (Bonabeau et al. 2000; Johnson 2008; PinterWollman et al. 2011). Indeed, ‘walking’ behavior (referred to as patrolling) has also been
described in honey bees and been shown to potentially play a role in gathering global
information and sharing it with workers locally across the colony (Johnson 2008).
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Conclusion
Here we have shown that inactive workers in Temnothorax rugatulus are not likely to be
senescing, and are not acting as communication hubs, but instead are likely to be both young and
acting as food stores, or repletes. Inactive workers often have oocytes in their ovaries, which may
indicate selfish reproduction or production of trophic eggs (used as food for other workers, and
thus also an indirect food storage mechanism). Given the independent effects of oocyte
production and corpulence, it seems likely that at least some inactives are selfish or trophic egg
layers, and that some function as repletes. Interestingly, our study also indicates that, while
workers who spend most of their time ‘wandering’ around the colony also do not perform
‘tasks’, they are a distinct group from ‘inactive’ workers. Indeed, ‘walkers’, unlike ‘inactives’,
may be patrolling or serving a communication function. Overall, our study thus points out that
inactivity has physiological underpinnings and is not just a short-term consequence of ant
workers not finding work. Since we did not find adult body size to correlate with activity level, it
is unclear whether and to what extent inactive workers may change into active workers. Given
the physiological differences between highly inactive workers and other workers, it is however
unlikely that inactive workers can directly, quickly, or fully replace workers in other tasks in an
emergency.

Our results also indicate that activity level differences in ant workers may be part of a
syndrome of traits, where inactivity, corpulence, low walking speed, small spatial fidelity zones,
and egg production are associated. These traits may all be caused by young age, if young
workers still retain many nutrients, well-developed ovaries, and perhaps incompletely hardened
cuticles (reducing mobility), or these traits may be associated as part of a colony-level strategy to
reduce mortality risk (and body wear) of workers to store nutrients (both in their crop and in the
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form of trophic eggs). Worker inactivity could be associated with this set of traits as a
consequence (immature or replete workers are inactive because they are less able to perform
tasks or are avoiding risk), or as a cause (inactive workers may use less resources, experience
less wear, and thus accumulate more resources and age more slowly). A longitudinal study
tracking worker age along with oocyte production, corpulence, and activity level, is needed to
disentangle cause and consequence in the relationship of worker age and inactivity. In addition,
identifying the extent to which inactive workers actually contribute to adult male production or
trophic egg-laying is essential to determine whether egg-laying might be considered ‘selfish’,
and thus inactivity may be to the detriment of the colony as a whole.
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Tables

Table VIII: Predicted (P) and observed (O) outcomes of behavioral, physiological, and
morphological measures of inactive workers compared to their nestmates. The most promising
hypotheses are the pace-of-life, worker age, and workers acting as repletes. Predictions that were
supported are highlighted in green and those that were rejected in red, while inconclusive results
(neither supported nor rejected) are highlighted in grey.
Hypothesis
Predicted / Found
Walking speed
Dist. from center
Spatial fidelity zone
Body size
Corpulence
Network centrality
Behavioral repertoire
Ovariole length

a)
Immaturity
P
O
Fast
Slow
Near
Near
High

High

Small
Long

Small
NS

Effect on inactive workers
b)
c)
d)
Senescence
Repletism
Communication
P
O
P
O
P
O
Slow
Slow
Slow
Slow
Far
Near
Small Small
Large
NS
Low
Low
High
High
High
Low
Large
Small Small Small
Short
NS

e)
Pace-of-life
P
O
Slow
Slow
Large

NS
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Table IX: List of possible behaviors observed during video analysis, their broad class of
activity, codes, and detailed descriptions. For every second of analyzed video, each ant has
one of these behaviors attributed to it. (Similar to Charbonneau and Dornhaus 2015a).
Class

Active

Undifferentiated
Inactive

Task

Definition

Foraging

Located outside of the nest (foraging, carrying food or
stones), or manipulating a stone in any way (moving,
pushing, pulling), or returning to the colony from foraging
and performing tasks associated with foraging (e.g.
trophallaxis)

Brood care

Manipulating brood (feeding, grooming, moving)

Self-Grooming

Grooming itself

Grooming other (giver)

Grooming another ant

Grooming other (receiver)

Be groomed by another ant

Trophallaxis

Receive or give liquid food to/from another adult ant

Eating

Feeding on drosophila inside nest (brought back by foragers)

Wandering inside nest

Anytime an ant is mobile inside the nest wall and not
engaged in any ‘active’ task

Inactive

Immobile and not engaged in any ‘active’ task
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Figures

Figure 18: Walking speed and inactivity:
(Left) Inactivity is negatively correlated to mean worker walking speed relative to body size
(d.f.= 138 F=9.952, Marginal R2 = 0.032, Conditional R2 = 0.548). Walking speed is the
measured as the mean movement of workers observed ‘wandering inside’ divided by their headto-petiole length. Colors and symbols represent the different task groups to illustrate how these
are distributed across inactivity levels and walking speeds (task group is not taken into account
in this analysis).
*Model: LMM, fixed: Inactivity ~ MeanSpeed, random: Colony
(Right) Average walking speed was significantly higher in foragers than in inactive workers and
nurses (d.f..= 136, F= 5.620). Walking speed is the measured as the mean movement of workers
observed ‘wandering inside’ divided by their head-to-petiole length.
*Model: LMM, fixed: Mean Speed ~ Worker clusters, random: Colony
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Figure 19: Spatial position and inactivity:
(a) There was a negative relationship between time spent inactive and spatial fidelity zone size (convex hull built using all
observed movement), overall distance from nest center (convex hull centroid) and mean distance from nest center when
inactive, but not mean distance from nest center when wandering (Convex hull area: d.f.= 431 F=154.466, Marginal R 2 = 0.206,
Conditional R2 = 0.465; Distance of convex hull centroid from center: d.f.= 430 F=12.815, Marginal R2 = 0.019, Conditional R2
= 0.404; Mean distance when inactive: d.f.= 320 F=6.279, Marginal R2 = 0.014, Conditional R2 = 0.348; Mean distance when
wandering: d.f.= 238 F=2.451, Marginal R2 = 0.009, Conditional R2 = 0.330). Colors and symbols represent the different task
groups to illustrate how these are distributed across inactivity levels and walking speeds (task group is not taken into account
in this analysis).
*Model: LMM, fixed: Inactivity ~ Spatial Measure, random: Colony
(b) Average spatial fidelity zone size (convex hull built using all observed movement) was smallest in inactives, followed by nurses,
walkers and foragers. Nurses spent most of their time (overall, inactive time only, and wandering inside only) near the nest center,
while inactives and walkers held intermediate positions, and foragers were furthest from the nest center (Convex hull area d.f.= 429,
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F= 36.813; Distance of convex hull centroid to colony center d.f.= 429, F= 42.244; Mean distance from colony center when inactive
d.f.= 318, F= 14.695 and when wandering inside d.f.= 236, F= 13.108)
*Model: LMM, fixed: Spatial Measure ~ Worker clusters, random: Colony
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Figure 20: Body size and inactivity
(Left) There is no significant relationship between worker head-to-petiole length and the
proportion of time spent inactive across workers overall (d.f.= 1238 F= 0.727, Marginal R2
< 0.001, Conditional R2 = 0.247)
*Model: LMM, fixed: Inactivity ~ HeadToThorax_mm, random: Colony
(Right) Average body size was greatest in walkers (1.697 mm), followed by nurses (1.683
mm), inactives (1.680 mm) and foragers (1.654 mm). Foragers were significantly smaller
than walkers and nurses, while inactives were not significantly different from any other
task group (d.f.= 1236 F= 4.296).
*Model: LMM, fixed: HeadToThorax_mm ~ Worker clusters, random: Colony
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Figure 21: Corpulence and inactivity
(a) Corpulence positively correlates with inactivity, independently of the presence of
oocytes (Corpulence: d.f.= 92 F= 12.075 p<0.0001, Oocyte presence: d.f.= 92 F= 12.282
p<0.0001, Marginal R2 = 0.179, Conditional R2 = 0.307; interaction was non-significant
(p=0.358) and so was not included in the model).
*Model: LMM, fixed: Inactivity ~ Corpulence_mm + OocytePresence, random: Colony
(b) Worker corpulence was negatively correlated with mean worker walking speed (d.f.=
138 F= 5.681, Marginal R2 = 0.054, Conditional R2 = 0.131)
*Model: LMM, fixed: MeanSpeed_noBody ~ Corpulence_mm, random: Colony
(c) Average corpulence was greatest in inactives (0.0152), followed by nurses (0.0150),
walkers (0.0147), and foragers (0.0141). Inactives and nurses were significantly more
corpulent than walkers and foragers (d.f.= 1298 F= 23.667).
*Model: LMM, fixed: Corpulence_mm ~ Worker clusters, random: Colony
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Figure 22: Interaction networks and inactivity
(a) Inactivity is negatively correlated to multiple measures of network centrality (Degree centrality d.f.= 181, F= 11.803,
Marginal R2 = 0.087, Conditional R2 = 0.386; Eigenvalue centrality d.f.= 181, F= 7.448, Marginal R2 = 0.035, Conditional R2 =
0.285; Betweenness centrality d.f.= 181,F= 23.347, Marginal R2 = 0.074, Conditional R2 = 0.433; Closeness centrality d.f.= 181,
F= 8.377, Marginal R2 = 0.060, Conditional R2 = 0.444).
*Model: LMM, fixed: Inactivity ~ Centrality measure, random: Colony
(b) Across multiple measures of network centrality, inactives and foragers were consistently among the least connected, while
walkers were the most connected (Degree centrality d.f.= 179, F= 7.603; Eigenvalue centrality d.f.= 179, F= 7.983; Betweenness
centrality d.f.= 179,F= 6.386; Closeness centrality d.f.= 179, F= 8.766).
*Model: LMM, fixed: Centrality measure ~ Worker clusters, random: Colony
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Figure 23: Behavioral repertoire and inactivity
(Left) There is a negative relationship between behavioral repertoire size (number
of tasks observed performing) and time workers spent inactive (d.f.= 1546, 2=
212.10).
Model: GLMM Poisson distribution, fixed: NumBehav ~ Inactivity, random: Colony
(Right) Inactive workers had the smallest behavioral repertoires, followed by
walkers, nurses, and foragers (d.f.= 1544 Chi2= 145.99).
(Task group sample size: inactive=624, nurse=259, walker=513, forager=153)
Model: GLMM Poisson distribution, fixed: NumTasks ~ Worker clusters, random:
Colony
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Figure 24: Reproductive potential and inactivity
(a) Worker inactivity was not correlated with mean ovariole length (d.f.= 92 F=
1.132, Marginal R2 = 0.010, Conditional R2 = 0.145).
*Model: LMM, fixed: Inactivity ~ MeanOvLen_mm, random: Colony
(b) No significant differences in mean ovariole length (mm) were found between any
of the task groups (d.f.= 90 F= 1.884; Task group sample size: inactive=33,
nurse=18, walker=29, forager=18).
*Model: LMM, fixed: MeanOvLen_mm ~ Worker clusters, random: Colony
(c) Comparisons within task groups of mean ovariole length between workers with
oocytes and without oocytes show that both inactives and nurses are composed of
workers with oocytes that have significantly longer ovarioles than workers without
oocytes (Inactive: d.f.=28, F=7.660, p<0.01; Nurse : d.f.=14, F=9.809, p<0.01;
Walker : d.f.= 24, F= 1.237, p=0.277 ; Forager : d.f.= 13, F= 0.327, p=0.577; See (d)
for sample sizes of each group)
*Model: LMM, fixed: MeanOvLen_mm ~ Worker clusters + OocytePres, random:
Colony
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(d) Inactive workers are predominantly reproductive (6 vs 27). The figure shows the
number of workers with and without oocytes in each task group. (Chi squared test:
2 = 28.776, p<0.001; post hoc analysis of adjusted residuals (Absolute Adj. Res. > 2;
Agresti 2007) shows a significantly greater number of workers with oocytes than
expected in inactives, and a significantly lower number of workers with oocytes than
expected in foragers.
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Supplementary information
Table S IV: List of colonies used in this study, available data types, and relevant
demographic data.
Colony

Collection
date

May12_1
May12_6
May12_56
Aug12_1
Aug12_2
Apr13_1
Apr13_2
Jun13_3
Jun13_1
Jul13_1
Aug13_1
Jun14_1
Jun14_3
Jun14_4
Jun14_5
Jun14_6
Jun14_7
Jul14_11
Jul14_12
Jul14_13
Jul14_14
Jul14_15
Jul14_16
Jul14_17
Jul14_18
Jul14_19
Jul14_20
Jul14_21
Jul15_1
Jul15_2
Jul15_3
Jul15_4
Jul15_5

May-2012
May-2012
May-2012
Aug-2012
Aug-2012
Apr-2013
Apr-2013
Jun-2013
Jun-2013
Jul-2013
Aug-2013
Jun-2014
Jun-2014
Jun-2014
Jun-2014
Jun-2014
Jun-2014
Jul-2014
Jul-2014
Jul-2014
Jul-2014
Jul-2014
Jul-2014
Jul-2014
Jul-2014
Jul-2014
Jul-2014
Jul-2014
Jul-2015
Jul-2015
Jul-2015
Jul-2015
Jul-2015

Number of ants observed
Min
37
39
63
41
46
47
26
25
66
59
64
14
73
48
136
71
53
85
92
71
32
26
76
112
52
45
52
23
65
25
44
31
86

Max
40
41
71
44
50
60
29
27
98
63
67
16
80
52
138
97
57
105
94
77
34
27
81
116
55
48
52
31
67
25
45
33
88

Mean

SD

38.3
40.0
66.0
43.0
47.7
51.8
27.0
26.0
76.5
60.3
65.8
15.0
77.0
50.3
137.0
88.0
54.7
97.0
92.7
74.7
33.0
26.3
78.3
114.3
53.3
46.3
52.0
27.0
66.0
25.0
44.3
32.0
87.0

1.53
1.00
4.36
1.73
2.08
5.68
1.41
0.82
15.09
1.89
1.50
1.00
3.61
2.08
1.00
14.73
2.08
10.58
1.15
3.21
1.00
0.58
2.52
2.08
1.53
1.53
0.00
4.00
1.00
0.00
0.58
1.00
1.00

Number of
observations
(videos)
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Behavioral
data

Spatial
Data

Ovary
data

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
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Figure S 3 Validation of head to petiole measurements taken from video stills
against high resolution measurements of worker head width (d.f.= 103, F=87.444,
Estimate (slope)=2.307). Head to petiole measurements were taken on multiple
videos (2-3) and averaged to reduce measurement error.
*LM: HeadToThorax_mm ~ Headmm
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Figure S 4 : Principal Component Analysis on mean worker time allocated to tasks
shows that most variation in worker time spent on tasks can be explained by time
spent inactive, foraging, wandering inside, and caring for brood.
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Figure S 5 : Hierarchical cluster analysis (Euclidian distance, Ward’s linkage
method) of workers according to time spent on tasks (left dendrogram) allows us to
classify workers into four behavioral clusters, or task groups: inactives, nurses,
walkers, and foragers. The dendrogram shows that workers are first separated into
active and inactive workers (first branch) and active workers are subsequently
divided into walkers, then nurses and foragers. Z-scores indicate whether individual
workers (represented by thin colored lines in the central graph) spend more time
(positive z-score – red), less time (negative z-score - blue) or equal time (zero z-score
– white) than the mean amount of time spent on that tasks for all workers.
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Figure S 6 : Distribution of mean worker inactivity for each task group.
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Figure S 7 : Proportion of workers in each task group for each colony.
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Figure S 8: Distribution of worker walking speed measured relative to worker body
size (n=144, Mean 0.236mm/s/mm, Median 0.228mm/s/mm SD 0.108).
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Figure S 9: Distribution of worker head-to-petiole lengths (n= 1272, Mean 1.684,
Median 1.678 SD 0.148).
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Figure S 10: Unweighted interaction network (proximity) graphs for each of the five
colonies that had spatial data available. Plotted using the Fruchterman–Reingold layout
from the plot.igraph() function from the R ‘igraph’ package.
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Figure S 11: Distribution of ovariole lengths (mm) for workers in the ‘inactive’ task
group.
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